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MTA Submission – the key points
MTA recommendations for policy initiatives
Area
Technology
Leverage the best
available and affordable
technologies.

Behaviour
Develop policies
(imports, travel modes,
and infrastructure) to
make behaviour change
easy and equitable.

Recommendation
 Encourage emissions reductions through a mix of fuels and drivetrains
o For example: hybrid, PHEV, biofuel blends in the main fuel supply, hydrogen in heavy transport, etc
o No ICE ban in 2032 – leverage improving ICE drivetrains technology for as long as possible
 Support the roll-out of accessible and convenient charging infrastructure (by location and easy-to-use consumer payment systems)






Regulation
Coordinate
interdependent policies
(imports, infrastructure,
travel modes) so that
choices are clear.

Risk
Understand and provide
support to face or
mitigate risks to success.








Provide targeted financing packages to support household uptake of low emission vehicles (eg purchase support incentives, tax relief)
Introduce a coordinated end-of-life waste programme for vehicle scrappage, which includes interlinking existing or to-be-developed
waste management schemes and a financial incentive to vehicle owners to dispose of older vehicles
Introduce an emissions testing regime for in-service vehicles in the existing fleet to ensure all drivers are better educated about the
emissions profile and impact of their vehicle
Introduce accelerated depreciation allowances for industry fleet vehicles, Government vehicles and rental fleets, to facilitate the
supply of the used EV fleet for household purchase
Introduce differential road user charges to incentivise take up of low CO2 emission vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EV’s
Coordinate the timing of import restrictions on vehicles with the expected roll-out of alternative transport options, such as improved
public transport and active modes (cycling)
Coordinate product stewardship schemes

Implement permanent support for employer-based training, such as ‘Apprenticeship Boost’
Develop support plan for Just Transition for affected businesses and mitigate impact of any rural/urban divide
Recognise the supply chain risk - New Zealand sources vehicles from offshore supply with time lags in the case of used imports. An ICE
ban would restrict the supply options available for businesses and communities. ICE solutions will remain sole viable options for a long
time, especially in industry and agriculture
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MTA Position







MTA is a motor industry champion that:
o recognises the need for pragmatic action to address climate change challenges
o recognises low carbon emission vehicles and EVs are an important part of that action
o has the expertise to lead in defining:
 future uptake of low emission vehicles including electric vehicles (EVs)
 motor industry emission reduction targets.
NZ must look at all policy options, adopt all possible technologies, and influence all relevant
actors (Government, business, and consumers)
CCC wants Industry to achieve in 5 years the results that other countries achieved over 20 years
We need clear timing and implementation of all relevant policies to ensure a just transition
Businesses require stable, predictable policy to invest in delivering NZ’s 2050 climate targets

Assessment of CCC draft advice





Pictures an ambitious future. The resulting projections and models require EV uptake levels that
will be arduous, with Light Vehicles shouldering the heavy lifting of CO2 reductions.
This is not pragmatic and does not provide any confidence for people
Does not consider the technological, behavioural, and regulatory barriers in a pragmatic way
We should focus on action in the period to 2030. Beyond 2030, there are many factors we cannot
influence and that may be impacted by as yet unknown events

Three areas for change – technology, behaviour, regulation




MTA’s submission
At its heart, this submission is about ensuring that the full societal costs
are understood in developing carbon reduction policies for transport,
including costs of environmental and safety impacts.
EVs are part of the solution but not the only solution. The CCC report
seems to focus on a couple of technological fixes for transport –
principally EVs – and is not looking at a wider suite of measures that
would supplement the ETS (which has under-delivered on emission
reduction).
The Commission’s plan relies on changes in buyer decisions, but the
recommendations appear primarily aimed at the sellers. The CCC plan
and Government CCS policy force one part of society to lead the
change. Aren’t we a team of five million?
No policy recommendations deal with the fact that people can choose
not to buy a newer, cleaner, safer car and there are plenty of older cars
left in the system. In fact, given our expectation of increased cost for
low emission vehicles, it is likely many people will seek out affordable
transport over environmentally friendly.
This defeats the object of these plans.
We need regulatory action (financial, structural, educational) to

As takers of “new technology”, NZ will need to selectively source the tried and true technologies incentivise, encourage, and support the preferred choices.
to better match our needs and achievable behaviour changes.
Businesses and communities will not achieve effective change without guidance and assistance from clear, targeted Government policy. This needs long term thinking
and integration with the Commission’s pathway. Currently, this appears disjointed, with the Government opting for a perilous fast track to failure.
Immediate key actions include investment in charging infrastructure, regulatory settings and battery reuse, refurbishment, recycling and disposal arrangements.

The impact of change – Risks and Just Transition



We must recognise the key supply risks (things we cannot control) for low CO2 emitters including EVs and of future batteries and their raw materials
There needs to be a just transition to a future state.
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Submission overview (the summary)
About the Motor Trade Association (MTA)
The Motor Trade Association Inc (MTA) has represented businesses in the automotive sector for over 100
years. MTA represents over 3,800 businesses delivering a wide range of services – from new and used
vehicle sales, through repairs (general and specialist), inspections, parts, recovery, dismantling, and fuelling
services1. MTA has the expertise and association with communities of interest to responsibly advise
Government on solid policy for pragmatic change.

Figure 1 Source: Figure.NZ

Figure 2 MTA Member services (24/03/21)

MTA is uniquely placed in having a reasonable and pragmatic view for businesses and communities within
the transport sector, particularly across private and commercial light vehicle transport2.
In 2019, the automotive sector contributed approximately $2.2B to the New Zealand economy.

MTA Position in the climate change discussion
MTA, through the depth of its expertise and networks is a motor industry champion that:
o
o
o

recognises the need for pragmatic action to reduce air pollution to limit climate change.
recognises take up of low carbon emission vehicles and EVs is an important part of that action
has the expertise to lead in defining:
 future uptake of low emission vehicles including EVs
 motor industry emission reduction targets.

1

As at 24 March, MTA represents 3,836 businesses delivering the services noted in Figure 2. The numbers in figure 2 may add to greater than
the membership total as many businesses deliver more than one service.
2 Answers to the specific questions posed by the Commission can be found in Appendix 2.
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MTA recognises the need for pragmatic action to reduce air pollution to limit climate change. We appreciate
that carbon-based transport emissions are a large share of all greenhouse gas emissions.
New Zealand must look at all policy options, adopt all possible technologies, and influence all relevant actors
(Government, business, and consumers).
The onus is falling on the motor industry to achieve in 5 years the same results that other countries have
worked towards for over 20 years. We need to be clear about the timing and implementation of all relevant
policies to ensure a just transition to a low carbon economy.
Businesses require a stable, predictable policy environment to enable investment in ways that deliver on the
country’s 2050 climate targets. Policymakers and industry can influence EV take up beyond 2030 by putting
in place the right settings before that time. MTA is not seeking to scuttle plans, rather we want realistic plans.
MTA recommendations for policy initiatives
1. Technology:
a. No ICE ban in 2032 – leverage improving ICE drivetrains technology for as long as possible.
b. Encourage emissions reductions through a mix of fuels and drivetrains (hybrid, plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV)), biofuel blends in the main fuel supply, hydrogen in heavy transport, etc).
c. Support the roll-out of accessible and convenient charging infrastructure (by location and easy-touse consumer payment systems).

2. Behaviour:
a. Provide targeted financing packages to support household uptake of low emission vehicles (purchase
support incentives, tax breaks, etc).
b. Introduce a coordinated end-of-life waste programme for vehicle scrappage, which includes
interlinking existing or to-be-developed waste management schemes and a financial incentive to
vehicle owners to dispose of older vehicles.
c. Introduce an emissions testing regime for in-service vehicles in the existing fleet to ensure all drivers
are better educated about the emissions profile and impact of their vehicle.
d. Introduce accelerated depreciation allowances for industry fleet vehicles, Government vehicles and
rental fleets, to facilitate the supply of the used EV fleet for household purchase.
e. Introduce differential road user charges to incentivise take up of low CO2 emission vehicles including
hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs.

3. Regulatory:
a. Coordinate the timing of import restrictions on vehicles with the expected roll-out of alternative
transport options, such as improved public transport and active modes (cycling)
b. Coordinate product stewardship schemes.

4. Mitigating risks:
a. Implement permanent support for firm-based training, such as ‘Apprenticeship Boost’.
b. Develop support plan for Just Transition for affected businesses.
c. Recognise the supply chain risk - New Zealand sources vehicles from offshore supply with time lags
in the case of used imports. An ICE ban would restrict the supply options available for businesses
and communities. ICE solutions will remain sole viable options for a long time, especially in industry
and agriculture.
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Assessment of CCC draft advice
The Climate Change Commission has released interim draft advice. It includes:



Future targets for carbon-based vehicle emissions.
Scenarios for future take up of low emission vehicles and EVs that ultimately result in the near complete
electrification of vehicle imports by 2030 and of the entire vehicle fleet by 2050.

The CCC’s draft advice pictures an ambitious future view and works back to today. The resulting EV uptake
required will be arduous, with Light Vehicles shouldering the heavy lifting of CO 2 reductions.
This is not pragmatic and does not provide any confidence for people.
The draft advice does not adequately consider the technological, behavioural (social), and regulatory barriers
in a pragmatic way.

MTA Scenarios
MTA believes we should focus on action in the period to 2030. Beyond 2030, there are many factors we
cannot influence and that may be impacted by as yet unknown events. Hence looking to 2030 is a practical
start to achieving low emission transport outcomes.

Three areas for change – technology, behaviour, regulation





As takers of “new technology”, NZ must selectively source the tried and true technologies to better match our
needs and achievable behaviour changes.3 We need to be able to pivot with technological progress.
Businesses and communities will not achieve effective change without guidance4 and assistance from clear,
targeted Government policy. This needs long term thinking and integration with the Commission’s pathway.
Currently, this appears disjointed, with the Government opting for a perilous fast track to failure.
Immediate key actions for the Government include investment in charging infrastructure, regulatory settings
and battery reuse, refurbishment, recycling and disposal arrangements.

The impact of change – Risks and Just Transition




We must recognise the key risks (things we cannot control), especially the potential scarcity of future supply
of low CO2 emitters including EVs and of future batteries and their raw materials
We need to address the end-of-life issue as we reduce carbon emitting vehicles in the fleet, but also add
vehicles with their own unique waste concerns (eg batteries).
There needs to be a just transition to a future state.

MTA supports actions to address climate change


MTA, through the depth of its expertise and networks is a motor industry champion that:
o recognises the need for pragmatic action to reduce air pollution to limit climate change.
o recognises take up of low carbon emission vehicles and EVs is an important part of that action
o has the expertise to lead in defining:
 future uptake of low emission vehicles including EVs
 motor industry emission reduction targets.

3

As we state often in this submission, we need to move society to make changes in how they use transport. With the right mix
of incentives and disincentives, along with manifested alternative options, transport choices will be clearer for the travelling
public. The market will respond with more low emission options.
4
Including through policies like in-service emissions testing to educate owners on their emissions profile, and education about
the need for regular maintenance and servicing for proper engine function.
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MTA’s pragmatic view
MTA believes the CCC advice is aspirational and not realistic. Pragmatic guidance is necessary for
confidence of businesses and households to act effectively and efficiently. New Zealand is unique in the
westernized OECD for the large proportion of imported Used vehicles. However, we are not the only
importer of Used vehicles and, as other countries put in place similar emissions-related import parameters,
we will all be competing for a smaller piece of the market5.
MTA accepts that action is needed on climate change. This should include:





accelerating – as far as we can, given limited EV and Hybrid availability – the partial electrification of the
fleet in the years to 2030, but
o recognising that internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles (including Hybrid) will continue to be an
important part of the vehicle fleet in the years to 2050 and perhaps beyond, and
o recognising that many ICE vehicles are low and ultra-low emission vehicles and can provide the
means to pragmatically transition to a future low emissions transport sector;
recognising that the proposed Clean Car Standard should be a starting point from which a pragmatic fuel
efficiency standard can be developed with industry knowledge and expertise, and
supporting communities and businesses, particularly motor trade businesses at the leading edge of this
transition.

MTA scenarios
MTA has created three scenarios for the periods to 2030 and shown a picture of beyond, that realistically
consider:



supply of low emission vehicles and EVs, as well as infrastructure and affordability status in New Zealand
co-requisite factors that are essential for uptake of low emission vehicles and EVs, including:
o financial incentives for businesses and households
o change in consumer behaviour of households
o a transition of businesses and communities, including for skills and training
o a role for environmentally friendly policies for emissions testing, scrappage and battery disposal.

Scenario to 2030
By 2030, MTA sees a best-case scenario of total light vehicle imports that could come close or thereabouts
to the Commission’s plan, however it requires massive tailwinds and runs a high risk of failure. It would
achieve a 2030 CO2 emissions level of 84.9g CO2/km compared with the Government’s Clean Car Standard
80g CO2/km. (The CCC has not stated a 2030 target, but it looks to be around 86-88g in extrapolation).




For vehicles entering the fleet to average 84.9g CO2/km will require around 42% of the 250,000 Light Vehicle
imports to be EV – approximately 105,000 units. In 2030, on projected EV prices (10% below today), an
average Kiwi family will need to spend 22% more on average on 250,000 Imports, or 51% per EV.
Each 5g deviation from the Government CCS target in the period from 2025 to 2030 gets a penalty of around
$94m/year. It appears New Imports bear most penalty, not Used, unless New gets more EVs and cheaper.

5

“However, countries that produce new vehicles are not the only ones that enact measures limiting used vehicle imports. Of the 140 countries
included in the data examined for this paper, 101 are countries without domestic new vehicle production (non-producing countries) in 2014,
and 58 of these 101 still have such measures on used vehicle imports.” – Examining Barriers to Trade in Used Vehicles (August 2016)
https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/used_vehicle_wp_id-44_final_web_0.pdf
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Snapshot of MTA Scenario - Best Case 2030:

2030
84.9g CO2

MTA – Best case scenario 2030
2030:
84.9g CO2/km
Imports:
250,000/year
EV mix:
42%
CCS Penalty:
$94million/year
Judgements:
1. HIGH Risk
2. Near to CCC plan
3. Fail CCS.

250,000





42%
EV

$94M in tax per year

105,000

NOTE: MTA’s best-case milestone for 2025 is 113.8g CO 2/km, which misses both the 2025 CCS & 2028 CCC
targets, and would require 22% EV share of imports (c. 60,000 EVs)
The penalty across the five-year period – starting with around a 10g CO2 miss in 2025 through to the 5g miss
in 2030 – would accumulate approximately $850 million in “carbon tax”, which will mostly be carried by New
Importers, so the total is assessed based on @ $75/g CO2
This ‘tax’ will ultimately pass through to consumers on ICE and Hybrid vehicles, including a 2025 penalty of
$1,600 on the recently launched 2020 Suzuki Swift Hybrid, which is an ultra-low emission “clean car”.

The MTA best case projection is based on assumptions of highly favourable conditions for supply,
infrastructure, and incentives, that many experts in the industry believe is not achievable. It could be
described as a ‘wishful, with highly favourable tailwinds and collaboration so far unseen in the NZ market’.
Best Case Scenario 2030 – Affordability
It is also worth noting the affordability consequences of a 42% EV mix.
In 2020, those 250,000 vehicles (split 50/50 New & Used) were purchased at average unit cost of around
$51,000 New and $19,500 Used (Importer data). This was an annual cost to buyers of around $9.2billion.
Going from the current 1% mix of EV to a 42% mix of EV adds a cost to buyers of 22% over all imports,
(even with a revised ‘low-cost’ split of 60% Used and 40% New, due to availability issues).
The above also assumes a 10% cost reduction of EVs, but still at a 51% premium, this requires a total buyer
spend of $11.5billion on the higher mix of more costly EVs. New Zealand consumers are not accustomed to
spending this level of disposable income even if it is affordable, requiring significant behaviour change as
well as borrowing or additional funding.
The UK, Norway, and Netherlands (the three most successful EV countries in Europe) are all richer than NZ
and above OECD average wealth. They have a history of buying luxury premium cars and financing more
than NZ.



UK finances 74% of new cars, NZ 35%;
UK buys three times the % mix of luxury-premium cars than NZ buyers do.
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Beyond 2030
The MTA imagines that a 90-95% EV mix could exist between 2040 and 2050; however, given the
“unknown unknowns” of consumer behaviour and technological change at this stage, it is just too difficult
to predict with any certainty. This unpredictability draws a huge question mark over the merits and timing
of a blanket or outright ICE ban. We suggest it is premature to build such an action into our thinking at this
time. In fact, with technology change and other policy actions kicking in, the need for a ban may be moot
through the period beyond 2030.
We do envisage New Zealand utilising the staged fleet targets for EV adoption, or ICE limits, where such
applications most warrant it, and maximising hybrid ICE benefit to 2030, as we’ve stated in earlier sections.
Our research suggests 90% mix of zero emission vehicle Imports entering the fleet, with the many tailwinds
supporting transition, might possibly be achieved between 2040 and 2050 without an unnecessarily
limiting ICE ban. It would also be more pragmatic to target zero emission Light Vehicles (at this stage only
available as EVs, but who knows what technology will provide in ten years’ time). Aim this firstly at higher
kilometre usage owners and the applications that feed Used EVs to the wider NZ fleet most quickly.
This leaves a marginally small percentage of ICE, with the remainder after 2045 being PHEV or ‘unknown’
technology like Fuel Cell/Hydrogen etc.
Co-requisite factors necessary for a future low emission environment


Assuming an adequate level of supply of low emission vehicles and EVs, MTA supports a suite of initiatives
that together will help achieve pragmatic carbon emissions reductions, specifically:
o Initiating a wider programme for installation of readily accessible and convenient charging
infrastructure to support EV take up.
o Financial incentives (including for road user charges and FBT exemptions) for uptake of low CO2
emitting vehicles (clean green and safe) including EVs.
o Requiring in-service emission testing/effective vehicle servicing to monitor and control carbon
emissions, alongside the existing vehicle safety WOF/COF regime.
o Adoption of a scrappage scheme to refresh the vehicle fleet to pragmatically substitute low emission
vehicles for poor performing ICEs.
o Consumer guidance and education to foster greater preference for low emissions vehicles and EVs.
o Support for the just transition of businesses and communities to a low emission vehicle and EV
environment, including for skills development and change in production.

In general, the most important of these is charging infrastructure, without which there can be no
widespread take up of EVs. Any discussion of an ICE Ban whilst charging infrastructure is in its infancy and
without a roadmap to mitigate homes without charging facilities is wishful and dangerous.
Emissions testing, vehicle servicing, and scrappage schemes will help maintain emissions at reduced levels,
given the Commission and Government must also consider that all vehicles (New and Used) will be
operating at below their original New manufactured specifications. It is negligent not to attend to this
issue, which is guaranteed to reduce carbon leakage in real terms, while creating cost in other areas of
transport to prevent carbon leakage in theory.
Financial incentives are necessary to confer to people, in money terms, rewards and penalties for their
various choices of vehicles. This should also recognise the importance of directing support to higher km use
where possible.
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Behaviour change of consumers to support low emission outcomes is vital to creating confidence and
participation in a future low emissions transport sector.
MTA recommends targeted support to enable business and households to:






be aware of a pragmatic pathway to low carbon emission transport environment
utilise alternative modes of travel and this can require new infrastructure
adapt their behaviour in production and consumption for the new low emissions environment
build skills and capabilities to effectively function in the new low emissions environment
purchase affordable low CO2 emitting vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs.

MTA’s view to 2030 for businesses and households
In the years to 2030, we will likely see a gradual transition:













petrol and diesel vehicles continuing as an important part of the vehicle fleet
new and used vehicle sales will be increasingly made up of low emission vehicles including hybrids and EVs
service stations will likely provide EV chargers as well as petrol and diesel
parts and accessories will expand to include items for hybrids and EVs such as batteries
collision repair will include new practices to match new technologies
vehicle recovery will include new safe practices for hybrids and EVs
households will see incentives (such as exhaust emissions standards, scrappage schemes and effective
vehicle servicing) to replace existing internal combustion vehicles for cleaner greener vehicles and to change
modes of transport
motor trades skilled technicians will learn new skills and may need better technical data 6 to ensure vehicles
are functioning properly and can be safely repaired
tertiary training will offer new career pathways
motor trades businesses will play a crucial role in community uptake of EVs and hybrids
motor trades businesses will need to transform to provide onsite training in new skills.

The speed of this transition will depend on a suite of supporting factors, such as Government support for
charging infrastructure, supply from offshore of EVs and hybrids and batteries, and community confidence
in new technologies.
Beyond 2030, the transition to a zero-carbon transport sector will be influenced by the above factors as
well as the introduction of new technologies and circular economies, such as for battery disposal, reuse,
and recycling.
What risk factors are relevant to achieving the targeted level of transport electrification?
MTA recognises that key risks to the uptake of EVs include:




gaps in supply from offshore.
o We are technology takers; available offshore supply may not meet our transport needs.
o European Emissions Policy is mature and has penalties and local manufacturing momentum that
ensure local supply
o Global exports would drain local Europe supply short term, so will be limited
lack of adequate charging infrastructure

6

See developments in Australia along these lines: https://www.aaaa.com.au/news/world-leading-legislation-improves-consumer-choice-andcompetition-for-australian-automotive-repair-and-service/
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lack of confidence and participation of businesses and households in a low-emissions and EV environment to
2030 and beyond
lack of a well-defined safety regime for EV use and maintenance
lack of present technologies to effectively recycle EV batteries
o This environmental risk is a risk to the future uptake of EVs
A rural/urban divide in terms of vehicle uptake, age, and quality –
o EVs will not suit transport needs in rural communities for some time (range, towing capacity, etc)
o Low emission vehicle prices will be at a premium, perhaps beyond the reach of some rural families
o Public transport and cycleways will be less relevant to urban travellers
o Unwanted vehicles from cities may transition to rural communities, thereby shifting the burden of
increased running costs (eg ETS costs in fuel) to lower income, rural families
increased maintenance costs for EVs
o EVs are “low maintenance” with fewer moving parts, but they are not “no maintenance”
o automotive technicians will need upskilling on EV safety and diagnosis, along with needing
technology purchases and training
o EV batteries introduce extra weight in vehicles that can raise maintenance costs for vehicles (brakes,
tyre wear, suspension, etc) and also place more stress on road surfaces
EV values rapidly depreciate due to displacement by newer models (similar to early cell-phones) and by
relatively short battery lives:
o The average first-life of an EV is expected to be 10-12 years, compared to 15-20 years for ICE
vehicles.
o Therefore, a higher price is spread over a shorter period, compounding the real term depreciation
and ownership costs.

MTA does not support an unqualified ICE ban:





The Government should examine staged, stepped bans or mix limits for ICE in certain industries and
applications. For example:
o The Government fleet being 95% EV (or low emissions) by 2025
o other fleet purchasers could be incentivised to meet specific emission and vehicle mix targets
within an accelerated timeframe (compared to the wider passenger fleet).
o This approach puts EVs to work in the highest kilometre use, compounding our real term gains in
accelerating CO2 reductions in the fleet, not just at entry to fleet.
General public buyers, particularly low-income families should be allowed the longest time to adapt to
the transition to a low carbon economy. Private buyers of used cars also do lower average kilometres.
New Zealand sources vehicles from offshore supply with time lags in the case of Used imports
o An ICE ban would restrict the supply options, for businesses and communities, of available of
legitimately cleaner technologies, like hybrids7.
o ICE solutions will remain sole viable options for a long time, especially in industry, agriculture
and for low-income and/or rural families/communities.

7

In 2025 and 2030 and 2035 and 2040, these vehicles will present cleaner low-carbon alternatives to prolonging the life of ageing full-ICE
vehicles in our fleet.
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Main Submission
MTA Position and Recommendations
MTA embraces the challenge ahead
The MTA has represented businesses in the automotive sector for over 100 years. We have been an
integral part of New Zealand’s transport history and we intend to be an integral part of shaping the
transport future.
MTA represents over 3,800 businesses delivering a wide range of services – from new and used vehicle
sales, through repairs (general and specialist), inspections, parts, recovery, dismantling, and fuelling
services. There is no part of the life cycle of a light vehicle in New Zealand that an MTA member does not
touch.
Our organisation was built on businesses that identified and embraced technological disruption and
change. Many of the founding members of MTA were retailers who had previously provided blacksmith
and saddlery services; they saw the advent of the motor vehicle and adapted.
From over 100 years in service to the motor industry and its customers in New Zealand, MTA has the
expertise and association with communities of interest to responsibly advise Government on solid policy
for pragmatic change.
MTA is uniquely placed in having a reasonable and pragmatic view for businesses and communities within
the transport sector, particularly across private and business Light Vehicle transport.
In 2019, the automotive sector contributed approximately $2.2B to the New Zealand economy.

Source: Figure.NZ
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Onus of action directed at motor industry; how many in this team?
MTA recognises the need for pragmatic action to reduce air pollution to limit climate change. We
appreciate that carbon-based transport emissions are a large share of all greenhouse gas emissions.
New Zealand needs to be looking at all policy options, all possible technologies, and influencing all relevant
actors (Government, business, and consumers).
The replacement of EVs for ICE vehicles is one part of a way forward to achieve future emissions
reductions. Unfortunately, the onus is falling on the motor industry to quickly achieve in five years the
same results that other countries have slowly worked towards for over 20 years, despite our local industry
having no control over those jurisdictions nor the manufacture of the vehicles.
We are dependent on offshore trends. We therefore need to depend on global initiatives to decarbonise
transport, as each country’s capability will depend on their influence on the source, of which New Zealand
has little leverage.
Our industry is ready to play its role in achieving the solutions needed, but we need to be clear about the
timing and implementation of all relevant policies to ensure a just transition and an equitable move to a
low carbon economy.
Dr Carr, Commission Chair, recognised that the draft advice was bold. He challenged the country to
respond to the advice by answering the question: If not this now, what when?
MTA:




Agrees with many of the actions comprising “this” as described.
Thinks that some of the actions need modifying.
Believes we need to be clear about the timing of the various, aggressive “when” elements, so the “this” can
succeed.8

People need confidence for the future through confidence in our aspirations
People - businesses, investors, the community, and whānau – need confidence in a pragmatic view of the
future. We are all investors in the future in terms of our jobs, our education, our environment, our
households, and our lifestyles.
We are generally prepared to invest in cleaner versions of those, however we are not starting from a blank
canvas; there will be inertia. Nor are we (NZ) able to define a new canvas completely of our own design,
when we are followers of technology, without manufacturing control or commercial leverage, and
pragmatically the most competitive, lowest price western right-hand drive (RHD) market in the World.
These factors limit our options to be speculative.
To highlight our challenge, in 2020 General Motors withdrew from the NZ and Australian markets as RHD
was 3% of global production for this brand, within which New Zealand was less than 0.4 percent. Holden
8

For example, an earlier focus on the heavy vehicle (HV) commercial fleet might provide strong, early emission reduction
outcomes. The business cases for moving to lower emission options of transport are persuasive, particularly where EV
technology solutions are already available (eg last mile delivery ,18 tonne GVM). The building of HV charging infrastructure
would support longer term development of charging infrastructure for light vehicles. Timing, coordination, relevance of goal.
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took what it was given, with no influence on engineering drive train decisions and little influence even on
minor specifications.
The Commission has received a clear message that businesses require a stable, predictable policy
environment to enable investment in ways that deliver on the country’s 2050 climate targets.

However, the CCC’s draft advice paints the picture of an ambitious future view that assumes we will reach
a zero-carbon transport target by 2050. Then, the CCC works back to today’s position. This provides a
trajectory of EV take up which looks arduous and impractical for the Transport sector, particularly as Light
Vehicles are being designated a lot of the heavy lifting of accelerated CO2 reductions. This is not pragmatic9
and does not provide any confidence for people.
Faltering on our first steps will shake the foundations of the country’s confidence. In this respect the report
causes caution and disbelief, not engendering action, changed behaviours, or cooperation. This doesn’t
necessarily make the Commission’s vision and goals for 2050 unlikely. However, ’going hard from the getgo’ makes the 2030 onwards uncertainties even more uncertain, not more secure.
You don’t start a marathon run towards 2050 by sprinting through the 2020s.
The CCC recognises that its 2050 CO2 emissions targets are ambitious but are crucial to meeting the 2050
target. The CCC says that:

Our analysis shows that reducing transport emissions is crucial to meeting our emissions budgets and
reaching net zero by 2050.

But ambitious scenarios do not provide solutions in themselves, nor confidence to people. The 2050
emissions targets are unrealistic because they rely on an assumption of EV uptake that is unreasonable.
They do not adequately consider the technological, behavioural (social), and regulatory barriers in
a pragmatic way.

These are serious shortcomings because they can foster unrealistic expectations about the future of motor
vehicles and future emission levels and their macroeconomic impacts. This will have potentially
unfavourable consequences for businesses and households.
Pragmatic targets are required.
MTA pragmatically recognises that:



Transport emissions as a key area for a zero-carbon policy, but we cannot take-on other industries’ burdens.
Replacement of EVs for ICEs is only one part of a way forward to achieve future emissions reductions and
should be a stepped approach.

9

We will show the constraints of supply on achieving this outcome. Simply put, it is similar to asking us to remove all the sand
from Freyberg Beach (in Oriental Bay, Wellington) over one weekend but ignoring that there is only one spade available for the
job.
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Businesses, Government, and communities need to be confident in pragmatic action to reduce transport
emissions.
Realistic scenarios of future uptake of EVs are required that consistently accelerate New Zealand’s carbon
reduction, not stall it, or make it “stop-start”
It is not just the behaviour of businesses that must change, but the demands and decisions of consumers
must be nudged in the right direction
There will be higher costs, so timing and collaboration is key.

Regulations and policies for the reduction of carbon must be multi-faceted. They cannot focus
simply on the volume of imported vehicles from now on, nor just what future consumers do.
They must cover all aspects of current life activity to be influenced, changed, and / or regulated.

Focus on 2030
MTA believes we should focus more carefully on action in the period to 2030. We can identify and
implement supply arrangements, infrastructure, safety standards, etc alongside a transition to a cleaner
and greener transport sector. However, if we get this first period wrong, the whole plan is jeopardised.
Beyond 2030, we need to maintain some flexibility in the ‘how’ and ‘what’, though we can be a little more
rigid on the ‘when’, as there are many factors we cannot influence and that may be influenced by as yet
unknown factors. Hence, looking to 2030 is a practical start to achieving low emission transport outcomes.
However, policymakers and industry can influence EV take up beyond 2030 by putting in place settings
before that time. MTA wants to provide robust suggestions for the Commission’s first budget period, that
will set up accelerated achievements in the second and most of all, a guide to the third budget. We are not
seeking to scuttle or derail plans, rather we want them to be realistic and achievable.
We need to focus on the next 10 years. Where can we get to in that time? Anything beyond that
timeframe must sit in the realm of “aspirational goals” – we might be able to make greater gains
by 2030, but we need to be prepared for the challenge we face between 2030 and 2035 if we can
only achieve what is currently realistic.

Important amongst those settings is a need for policy coordination and appropriate policy mixes. Also
important is a need for a behavioural change of the public generally, to be receptive to EV take up and for
other changes. Behaviour change is driven not only by consumer income, but also by their tastes and
preferences, including for substituting EVs for ICEs.
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A key goal setting question: who needs to achieve EV uptake? For whom is it relevant?
The answer must be “consumers”.
Policy settings can provide tools so that consumers are assisted in achieving the goal of EV uptake
– through education, information, infrastructure, alternative travel options, supply, and vehicle
purchase assistance. These must be coordinated so that they deliver benefits and improvements
in the optimal order (i.e. provide alternatives before removing/constraining existing options).
But a major step is needed to ensure that the relevant person (consumers) “owns” the goal.

Using our understanding of these factors, we describe three future scenarios of EV uptake up to 2030, and
then draw an illustration of 2030 to 2050 that includes the two CCC paths with Tailwinds and with
headwinds:



to 2030 – accounting for proposed fuel emission standards, supply of EVs, infrastructure, and change
capability.
Beyond 2030 – the wider issues of transition make accurate predictions a folly.

In our view these scenarios are a reasonable basis on which businesses, communities and policy makers
can continue a dialogue on pragmatic action to mitigate emissions – both in the current NZ Light Vehicle
fleet and through increased ultra-low carbon imports alongside accelerated take up of EVs (or other zero
carbon vehicles).
However, none of the scenarios we describe can achieve the Government CCS targets. Even the best-case
with risky tailwinds only just matches the Commission in parts and only in some years. In our view, this
indicates how high the risk is with the Commission plan of CO2 reduction that relies on an “EV only”
strategy too early. Our scenarios maximise the benefit of a ‘Hybrid short term’ and of more ex-UK Used
imports; but the more accelerated the scenario, the less it can be relied on as entirely possible yet.

Assessment of CCC Draft Advice
The CCC assumptions for its scenarios need testing – this cannot be glossed over. The technological
change envisaged by the CCC is momentous. The CCC assumptions are aspirational and have not been
assessed by economic analysis. They are taken as a given. This is the view of expert reviewers, who believe
there is no reason to be locked into them.
An uninformed reader may believe that the CCC’s assumptions of EV uptake have been validated because
they have been used in an economic model. This is not so. The economic modelling that is applied to the
assumptions makes no assessment of them. This has been pointed out by other similar modelling and by
expert reviewers of the CCC’s analysis.
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For instance, as noted by NZIER10 commenting on its own methodology for its 2018 CGE modelling report
to the Ministry for the Environment (which the CCC analysis does not use or rely on), the assumptions of
innovation and technological change (such as the uptake of low emission vehicles and EVs) to 2050 are
simply taken as a ‘given’. There is no economic analysis to say whether they are feasible or not.
NZIER said that:
These scenarios are not our predictions of the future. We do not comment on the likelihood of any of
these innovation and technological changes occurring. Essentially, we take these assumptions as
given, and use our CGE model to examine their economic impacts.
It is important to clarify the likelihood of technological changes (such as EV uptake) because without them
the future carbon prices would be much higher leading to worse macroeconomic impacts as noted by an
expert reviewer, Dr. Stroombergen (Appendix 1):
Other exogenous changes such as emissions from waste, a higher uptake of EVs and the
disappearance of gas-fired electricity generation (from ENZ) also play a significant part in enabling
the economy to adjust to those very high carbon prices at little overall cost – not much of the
economy is left exposed to such prices. Without these and other changes in technology the model
would likely produce larger macroeconomic effects.

The CCC does provide scenarios of change, but we do not see these as realistic. Other expert reviewers of
the CCC’s approach also called for more clarity around these (see Appendix 1).

MTA Scenarios
Pragmatically, as takers of “new technology” secondary to overseas domestic consumption, and importers
of Used technology, we should assume a position of follower to take up of EVs and EV infrastructure and
behavioural change and technological change, behind the rest of the OECD. A facilitator, not a leader. In
this way we will be able to selectively source the tried and true technologies, to better match NZ needs and
achievable behaviour changes.11 This may result in achievement of CCC zero emissions target beyond 2050.
MTA provides three scenarios (below) for each of the period to 2030 and guide beyond 2030 for the
unpredictable range of possibilities for CO2 reduction and subsequent EV % mix through to 2050. While
they are only illustrative, they provide a pragmatic view of the future uptake of EVs in New Zealand under
given changes. As noted earlier, the biggest influence on achieving the low carbon goals will be consumer
behaviour – supply and other policies are merely tools to help with that.
We present pragmatic scenarios of emissions reduction and derived take up of low carbon emission
vehicles and EVs to 2030 that take into consideration realistic influences of the actions, policies, and risks
noted above. We do not suggest any one of the three scenarios should be or could be our path, however
they are useful gauges that show % EV mix and scale of improvement required, compared to the CCC Path
and also to the Govt CCS Policy target.

10

Economic impact analysis of 2050 emissions targets: A dynamic computable general equilibrium analysis | Ministry for the
Environment (mfe.govt.nz)
11

As we state often in this submission, we need to move society to make changes in how they use transport. With the right incentives (and
disincentives, like perhaps higher fuel prices), and the availability of alternative options, transport choices will be clearer and easier for the
travelling public to make. As momentum picks up, the market will respond with more low emission options.
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Three reasonable scenarios of CO2 emissions reductions to 2030
In Appendix 8, we describe three pragmatic scenarios of CO2 emissions reductions to 2030 from three
accelerated uptakes of low CO2 emitting vehicles, including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs.
We have made realistic assumptions of uptake arising from certain established key contributing factors to
net emissions improvements, using our motor industry knowledge and expertise, to three levels of
compounding factors. These are designed to break down and illustrate the kind of actions, effects, and
gains made from certain changes to the import mix and buyer behaviours. They are not designed to
suggest what will be possible, they are designed to show what must be done in order to achieve those
levels of improvement, providing useful scales aside the CCC Path and CCS target. As a compounding
effect, they illustrate just how aggressive the CCC plan is (let alone the Government CCS policy targets).
We welcome the opportunity to debate the net effects of such factors we detail and to discuss these with
CCC, and/or Government and Ministry of Transport officials. We have modelled these in a reasonable way
by isolating seen effects, such as the last two years’ increase in Toyota hybrid volumes or the 2017-2020
reductions in new model Ute diesel emissions. We have been neither conservative nor bold. The factors
represent realistic effects should they eventuate and give some scale of task to such improvements.
Other scenarios of degrees of factors are likely, however there will not be many other unforeseen factors
as significant influences versus the ones accounted in our scenarios. We have assumed buyer’s behaviour
can be influenced quickly and Importers can react influentially by 2023. We have not accounted for any
new economic changes, as the economic variations of 2018 to 2020 for example, have already been
accounted for in the last three years’ historic reductions, which have included several disruptive adverse
outcomes that have already affected sales volumes, Ute mix, and buyer behaviour. Any other
unpredictable economic factors would have to be factored in as a legislated ‘review’ for extraneous
circumstances which we would urge the Commission to also suggest as a biennial need.
In summary, the three scenarios are based on three sets of assumptions that provide for:




a slight acceleration in CO2 reduction,
a higher medium pace of accelerated change, and
a best-case fast-paced uptake of EVs through to 2030.

A trajectory path has then been extrapolated beyond 2030 to 2050, through uncertainties, to suggest a
point at which EV imports scale up to 100% mix of light vehicle imports. These scenarios are compared to
both the CCC plan and to the Government CCS Policy targets. The assumptions amount to different mixes
of influences that we describe below.
Scenario 1: ‘Slight acceleration in CO2 reduction’ – BAU12 + BAU x2 from 2023
This acceleration increase is set from 2023 at twice the historic rate of change of the previous three
(relevant) years, which had already accelerated ahead of prior years. The Motor Industry has accelerated
decarbonisation to 2.4% per year (New and Used Imports) and this scenario requires a further double
reduction pace of 4.8% from 2023 built up from four key driving factors. For 2021-2025, this achieves a
16.5% CO2 reduction.

12

BAU is the ‘business as usual’ trend (or historic rate of change) of existing decarbonisation.
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We modelled an Accelerated CO2 reduction from 2023, arising from percentage increments effects of the
following broken-down gains, which combined to achieve a 4% to 5% reduction most years to 2030, so
illustrating what is needed to cause a ‘double reduction rate’:





Hybrid volume growth – e.g. Used Toyota Aqua/Honda Fit/Outlander PHEV; or New Toyota Rav-4.
BAU ICE efficiencies & mix downsizing e.g more 1.2 – 1.7 Turbos and small passenger replacing medium.
More EVs, mainly new models (additional 1% mix of total imports) over the last 3 years’ BAU growth.
Additional 10% improvement on high emitting Commercials (cleaner/detuned Utes/Vans).

These factors above accumulate with a BAU trend to achieve 26.5g CO 2 reduction between 2020 and 2025,
going on to a further 26.1g reduction to 2030. The scenario reaches 105g in 2031, which the CCC plans to
achieve by 2028 and Government CCS Policy targets for 2025, (ie the Government is targeting 6 years
earlier by over quadruple reduction).
In simple words, effectively this scenario assumes:





Most ICE vehicles continue to improve emissions and many buyers choose to downsize, or small SUV.
SUVs significantly improve emissions by next/recent 3rd generation SUV products and hybrid sales.
Importers source 100% more New EVs, most under $65,000 price point, (as yet unconfirmed).
Many Ute buyers substitute to cleaner ICE, detuned diesels, or hybrid smaller SUV/wagons.

Scenario 2: ‘Higher medium pace of change’ from 2022
This is set at approximately three times (3x) the last three years’ of historic BAU reduction. It also requires
a quantity of EVs from the UK Used markets, as well as greater buyer downsizing and EV price acceptance.
This scenario counts on approximately 12,000 EV sales in 2023, over double today’s level. By 2025, the
scenario requires achieving the sourcing and sales of 17,000 EVs (a 6-7% mix of sales, treble today’s level).
To achieve 3x BAU accelerated CO2 reduction the following factors are added to Scenario1:





The Government’s CCS or Commission plan is legislated in some form as a downsizing/price-up effect on
ICEs. Higher prices or reduced models, force buyers down the CO2 scale.
Tax reforms from 2023 ensure that low emission and EV passenger Light Vehicles are not disadvantaged in
comparison to commercials
Further transfer of sales from diesel utes to hybrid ICE/EV, cheaper EVs (incl China), or cleaner SUV/Ute ICE.
UK Used Imports bring additional volume of 1-3year old EV/PHEV models <$40,000.

Scenario 3: ‘Best-case, fast-paced uptake of EVs’ from 2022
This sees a greater emissions reduction than Scenario 2 due to additional percentage reductions from:





EV and Hybrid EV/ICE sales increased and wider source availability, China a must, (17.9% EV; 35% Hybrid).
Sourcing boosted by more ex-lease and ex-rental UK Used imports (assuming a beneficial UK/NZ exchange
rate that supports the release of more imports to NZ, relying on deflated UK domestic buyers).
Buyers confident in expanded charging infrastructure, willing to still pay a premium for EV vehicles.
Hybrid premium is almost nil due to the impact of legislation of either a Government CCS or the CCC plan.

The risks are amplified in this best-case scenario – it requires all factors to be positive – a list of 12
compounding factor improvements over BAU. The main risk in this scenario is in the assumption of a high
level of supply of EVs and ultra-low emission imports as both New imports and UK Used imports.
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Main conclusion
Our main consequential finding is that to achieve targets and a net zero penalty on vehicle importers:



The proposed Government Clean Car Standard of 105gCO2/km in 2025 requires more than all these 12
factors as tailwinds, and needs 25% of Imports, 75,000 to be zero carbon EVs in 2025.
The proposed CCC target of 127gCO2/km in 2025 (estimated), heading to 105gCO2/km in 2028, needs 8% of
Imports (23,000 units) to be zero carbon EVs in 2025 and a 14% mix (41,000 units) in 2028.

Our main conclusion is that the Government CCS target is highly unrealistic. It looks clear NZ won’t get 25%
of its fleet mix as EVs by 2025, so there will be a net penalty on most ICE vehicles to pass on to consumers.
This amounts to between $137m and $487m approximately in 2025 alone (hence also the lower Import
volumes and mix change from price-up changes).
This means, on average, every imported ICE vehicle will attract a $3,896 penalty for consumers to pay.
However, this ranges from $8,500 on several models of Ute to even $1,500 on the beloved, small car, low
kilometre, New model Suzuki Swift Hybrid in 2025. Meanwhile, some higher emitting cars would accrue no
penalty because of the staggered targets based on vehicle weight.
Only best-case Scenario 3 comes close to the CCC Target, counting in its factors a boosted scale of all the
main beneficial tailwind improvements we could reasonably include. However, this comes with higher risk
and reliance on multiple-contributing tailwinds than the other accelerated reductions.
Our scenarios show that the New Importers average CO2 profile misses the targets, while the Used
Importers could possibly achieve targets, provided the UK export vehicle business climate allows it. This
then presents a dilemma of how the New vehicle Importers penalties get paid to the Used Importers, since
the Government CCS Policy does not allow for pass-through of the penalties between New and Used, nor
has the CCC plan detailed how this could be achieved that may be different to the Government Policy.
This is an important problem ignored in the Government CCS Policy: New car buyers will be subsidising
more Used car buyers than other cleaner New cars, while paying a net penalty price-up for the highest
carbon tax proportionately levied per g of CO2 in any westernised regime. This was a fact well
demonstrated by the New Zealand Automobile Association in their 2019 submission13 to the Ministry of
Transport’s Clean Car Policy issues paper.

There are no reasonable scenarios of CO2 emissions reductions from 2030 to 2050
We have further extrapolated and analysed possible paths for emissions reduction and low emission
vehicle take up, however we find the margins of error too high to be acceptable. This further emphasizes
that the scale of change required from 2022 to 2030, combined with unknown technological change and
the timing of this change arriving in New Zealand, make it unrealistic to predict beyond 2030 to 205014.
It is a core opinion of the MTA expertise, that the CCC needs to reserve any 3 rd budget period indications
until after the 1st budget period is complete. Accordingly we urge biennial reviews of the CCC path.

13

https://www.aa.co.nz/assets/Uploads/AA-Submission-on-Clean-Car-Standard-and-Discount-Discussion-Document-Sept2019.pdf
14
See more detail in Appendix 9.
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However, trending the three MTA scenarios out as a scoping range does provide some indication of
perhaps how far out the quickest and slowest CCC paths of change look. We have shown an illustration of
the EV % mix derived from the CCC Tailwinds track and the CCC Headwinds track past 2030. Beyond that
time, the reduction in influence of ICE emission improvements will likely be taken over by new model EV
launches and advantageous relative price changes to EVs and hybrids. But these are all as yet unknown
transitions.
This illustration is informative, as a provocative image of just how different our future may look – which
suggests it warrants caution in setting dates and targets beyond 2030 too early, or creating too much
turmoil and change in 2025-2030, before we know the technological outcomes of the current decade. We
can’t just draw a straight line or ‘S’ curve to 100% EV or 2050 zero CO 2 fleet because we want it to be
that way.
We have not factored in any price parity influences between ICE and EVs, other than more availability of
volume models not just luxury. Any battery cost reductions will simply result in substitution between Used
and New, not necessarily increase the CO2 net grams; rather, it is just altering who gets a credit/penalty.
Additionally, battery cost improvements are not proven, not known when, nor will they be material until
raw material supply increases post 2030, or new chemistry designs and power densities are yielded.
We stress that the MTA 2050 Horizon is an illustration, it is not a prediction or extrapolation – it is a
debatable point that may help the CCC gauge how far out, or practical, the CCC and CCS paths may be.
However, it does allow us to speculate a key point that a 90 %EV mix could exist around 2040-2048,
alleviating a need for an ICE ban, while utilising the staged fleet targets for EV adoption, and maximising
hybrid ICE benefit, as we’ve stated in earlier sections. It’s still a picture, not science, but then so too we feel
are the CCC Headwinds and Tailwinds paths.
We also note, in just about every technological digital era change scenario experienced over the past three
decades across the world, the first and last 10% of change are the hardest or slowest change to achieve in
any new paradigms involving new technology or infrastructure need. An example of this is the Mobile
cellular network coverage in New Zealand: while 95% of the population is covered, there remains many
rural black spots barren of reception which actually suggests more like 85% of geographical coverage is a
commercial and practical limit milestone, even many years after the 95% population coverage milestone.
It’s also worth noting the first 10% doesn’t have to be ‘go hard’ – building a house is a good example where
steady foundations are more important than fast ones.
It’s likely also a marginally small percentage of ICE would, after 2045, remain being PHEV or ‘unknown’
technology like Fuel Cell/Hydrogen etc.

Three Areas for Change: Technology, Behaviour, and Regulation
In this submission MTA notes that:


New Zealand is a technology taker. Pragmatically, as takers of “new technology” after
overseas domestic consumption, and importers of Used technology, we should assume a
position of take up of EVs and EV infrastructure and behavioural change as a follower of
technological change in the rest of the world. A facilitator, not a leader. In this way we will be
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able to selectively source the tried and true technologies, to match better NZ needs and
achievable behaviour changes.15 This may result in an achievement of the zero emissions target
of the CCC, beyond 2050.
o Used imports are important. In the same context, we need to recognise that the New
Zealand vehicle fleet is as much composed of Used imported vehicles as New Imports.
Hence, in time, it is likely we will eventually become a low or zero emission transport sector
anyway, driven by Japan and UK used imports. But this will occur with a time lag to other
nations due to such issues related to supply of imported vehicles, confidence and supply of
infrastructure, behaviour – perhaps shaped by global trends, etc.


Behaviour change by all actors is necessary. Businesses and communities in their many
different forms will not achieve effective change without guidance and assistance. There needs
to be targeted Government policy. There needs to be a just transition to a future state.
Government can regulate to provide incentives and penalties. However, this needs to be long
term thinking, so that it is integral arm-in-arm with the Commission’s pathway. Currently, this
appears disjointed, with the Government opting for a perilous fast track to failure.



Regulatory change is important. There are immediate key actions for the Government and
industry (particularly for the motor trade industry). These include investment in charging
infrastructure, regulatory settings, and battery reuse, refurbishment, recycling, and disposal
arrangements.16

We address the three areas for change and then we look at the impact of change, in terms of risks we face
and the need for a Just Transition.

Technology
Size and pace are not realistic
The size and pace of technological change required under the CCC’s approach to meeting its Total NZ Fleet
2050 targets is momentous and unrealistic. Aotearoa would almost need to completely decarbonise entry
to our fleet of land transport by 2030, to achieve total 4 million fleet zero carbon by 2050. This is also
practically impossible for other nations too, without scrappage schemes.
The CCC says that this means:

changing how most vehicles are powered, including heavy vehicles.… with no further internal
combustion engine light vehicles imported after 2032. This would mean more than half of all light
vehicle travel would be in electric vehicles by 2035 and 40% of the light vehicle fleet would be electric
vehicles by 2035.

However, MTA envisages hybrid ICEs to become a large part of future imports. Hence ICE drivetrains
should not be eliminated entirely.

15

As we state often in this submission, wider society needs to make changes in how they use transport. With the right incentives
(and disincentives, like perhaps higher fuel prices), and the availability of alternative options, transport choices will be clearer
and easier for the travelling public to make. As momentum picks up, the market will respond with more low emission options.
16
It is somewhat timely, that the Battery Industry Group (B.I.G) have just released a draft proposal for Big Battery Stewardship.
BIG product stewardship consultation: https://big.org.nz/
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In MTA’s view the target to 2035 relies on:







supply and installation and safe working of infrastructure such as charging stations. This requires
changes in plant, machinery and skilled workers for the repair and maintenance of vehicles as well
as in infrastructure for regulations, technology, and safe disposal of batteries.
changes in skills of workers. Limitations in such skill and behavioural changes are constraints to
achieving this target because they cannot simply be imported and installed. They must be
developed in many diverse areas such as education and training, household consumption and
saving, and in business investment.
regulatory settings. It requires new safety standards and confidence and practice of households for
them.
acceptable supply and pricing of EVs for consumers

The CCC does concede that:
There is uncertainty around how fast technology will develop and how behaviours could change in
the next 15 years17. We would like to see Aotearoa being ambitious in reducing emissions.

In MTA’s view, the target of complete decarbonisation of land transport by 2050 using present technology
is illusionary. In particular, the CCC proposals get off to a vague unsubstantiated start, going for target
reductions in the first budget period, before having the tools to support it. In our view, immense changes
will occur in the future three decades, just as they have in the last three decades, this also seems to be
unconsidered.
The CCC does recognise the immense impact of such a proposed technological change on infrastructure,
small businesses and education, skills, and training. However, its proposals for accommodating such
change are unrealistic.
The CCC has a role to make clear to stakeholders the likely and pragmatic scenarios for behavioural and
technological change that will unfold in the medium term and the long term. We recognise that the final
policy development sits with Government, but the advice from the Commission should be as clear and
specific as possible and grounded in what is achievable.
Technological change - charging infrastructure
Investment in charging infrastructure is crucial for widespread uptake of EVs. Lack of infrastructure reduces
buyer confidence18. It is an important feature in assumptions for our three scenarios. Lack of charging
infrastructure is a constraint on EV take up, as well as a cause of added buyer costs and thereby a need for
higher disposable income. Lack of widespread charging infrastructure requires a certain size/capability of
housing or garaging facilities.

17

We should note that fast changing technology can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it brings us closer to an
acceptable solution to our problem, but in the meantime it can deter consumer decision making towards low emissions choices
because of uncertainty about new technologies and the belief that they can wait one more ownership cycle until the new
technologies have bedded in and are reliable. The best opportunities sit with fleets purchasers, especially the Government. The
low emission vehicles here will filter through to the second-hand market 3-5 years after purchase.
18
Current charging infrastructure, while expanding, may not be readily accessible to the “uninitiated” EV owner. The majority of
current EV owners are tech savvy, have calculated the costs of charging their EV, and are happy to adjust their lifestyle and use
of their EV to find and use public EV chargers. Even a simple change to enable EV owners to pay for EV charging by cash would
help. All existing EV chargers require a subscription account or payment by credit card – this may disadvantage some sections of
society. The Government needs to bring all ICE vehicle owners along on this journey.
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Coordination of policy – how will charging infrastructure roll-out be coordinated with housing
development and council planning rules? We see more calls for higher density housing, which can
restrict off-street parking (and thus reduce charge-at-home scenarios).
Importantly support for many types of households to access charging infrastructure will be necessary to
avoid disparities across ethnicity and income. California research19 on community disparities for charger
access provides insights.
In our view, ownership of EVs today, and over the next five years, requires buyers to have incomes very
much higher than median household incomes to afford to cater for EV use.
MTA recommends that the Government immediately initiates a programme for ubiquitous installation of
public charging infrastructure. Possibly this can occur as part of a COVID19 response package. The
distribution of charging infrastructure could be aligned to the current spread of ICE vehicle fuelling
infrastructure. The current placement decisions of service stations result from a mix of population density,
community need, and predominant travel patterns in an area.
On charging infrastructure, the CCC says:
Charging infrastructure will also need to keep pace with the projected rapid uptake of electric
vehicles to ensure high amounts of coverage. Multiple chargers at key locations will be required, with
rapid chargers that are able to charge cars more quickly, which will enable more vehicles to pass
through the charging station.

Deloitte20 notes that:
Beyond 2030, we expect the rate of growth in EV sales to slow. Some markets will be unable
to support the transition to EVs in the same way that wealthier nations will over the next
decade. Consider that, beyond 2030, one of the key factors in sustaining growth will be the
implementation of suitable charging infrastructure. This requires multi-billion-dollar capital
investments – achievable in some markets through a combination of public and private
investment, but unlikely to be achieved uniformly around the world. In countries that
cannot invest in charging infrastructure, we expect the market for ICE vehicles to remain
for some time. [emphasis added]
We emphasise the last section of this to highlight that charging infrastructure is a crucial part of EV uptake.
Deloitte21 notes that some nations are investing in charging infrastructure as part of COVID19 response
plans:
As part of a $146 billion economic recovery plan, Germany has designated $2.8 billion to EV
charging infrastructure and announced new legislation that will oblige all fuel stations to
have an EV charging point. This is significant progress in a country where driving range and
lack of charging infrastructure are the two biggest barriers for consumers. China has made
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Public electric vehicle charger access disparities across race and income in California - ScienceDirect
Electric vehicle trends | Deloitte Insights
21
Electric vehicle trends | Deloitte Insights
20
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similar commitments, announcing an additional $378 million investment in charging
infrastructure as part of a COVID-19 recovery plan. 22
This can be a lesson for New Zealand to consider.
Used vehicles are an important part of demand
New Zealand is one of few countries in the westernized OECD with such a large proportion of imported
vehicles that are Used (ex-Japan or ex-UK RHD). Certainly, few other countries with used vehicle imports
have such a lightly regulated sector.
Used EVs and Hybrids available to import over the next five years (2020-2025) will have been built over the
last five years (2015-2020). We can’t change that availability. We can’t predict who will have demands on
it, nor if/when the current overseas domestic owners will no longer want them, or how much domestic
over-supply or under-supply there will be. It is unpredictable what will be available and its cost.
MTA recommends that the CCC clearly articulates the consequences of this for New Zealand. The
Government needs to understand this for formulating effective and fiscally responsible incentives for take
up of low emission vehicles.
Low/zero emission used vehicles are more accessible to many New Zealanders than new vehicles. This is a
unique tool for New Zealand and is key to accelerating take up of generally lower emission and safer light
vehicles.
Used vehicles are a vital part of supply
In the modelled scenarios of the CCC, ‘newly registered’ light vehicles move to 100% electric well before
2050. The Tailwinds and Further Technology scenarios reach this point by around 2030, whereas in the
Headwinds and Further Behaviour it does not occur until around 2040.
Here the term ‘newly registered’ includes both vehicles imported new and vehicles imported used.
MTA’s view is that the CCC needs to be clear about what this means in practice.
In MTA’s view, the reality is that Used EV/PHEV23 vehicles coming from the UK and Used Hybrids
from Japan are key to accelerating lower emissions in NZ, until more new imports are available.
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The original website for this extract references two sources:
 “Germany will require all petrol stations to provide electric car charging”, Reuters, https://www.reuters.com/article/ushealth-coronavirus-germany-autos/germany-will-require-all-petrol-stations-to-provide-electric-car-chargingidUSKBN23B1WU, accessed 16 June 2020; and
 “Electric cars take the spotlight in China’s post-coronavirus stimulus
plans”, https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/04/electric-cars-take-the-spotlight-in-chinas-post-coronavirus-stimulusplans.html, accessed 16 June 2020.
23
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle – combining EV and ICE drivetrains.
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There is very limited availability of new vehicles to import given that Europe has introduced such hefty
penalties for high emission vehicles. Any OEM brand producing RHD vehicles for UK consumption, is
fighting to achieve targets to avoid penalties, so an EV is in effect worth €9,500 in credits or offset penalty.
This means any EV exported outside Europe, to NZ or Australia, has that amount as ‘lost income’ or ‘added
cost’ before it even lands in the country.
Even if NZ implements feebate incentives for a designated timeframe, as the MTA agrees
Government should, and even if we have high emission penalties and low emissions credits such
as no RUC, can we afford to cover up to NZ$15,000 of landed cost?

In the short term (2021-2025), there is an abundance of Used Hybrids available from Japan. From 2024
onwards, MTA expects used EV/PHEV will be available from the UK, arising due to the recent post-2019
increases in sales registrations there. However, the landed cost price points and domestic demands are yet
unknown. The formula for importing success and viability for the ex-UK vehicle is different to that coming
from Japan. This is a new business model with yet unknown variables.
Used vehicle importers face risks
MTA notes, however, that historically the UK exchange rate has meant only late model luxury cars
generate enough depreciation and NZ price margin to justify a UK source. In only a few years out of the
past decade has ex-UK importing been viable for even small volumes. Even then, this is for a narrow range
of vehicles, which are higher price points and indeed larger and higher emitting than the average imported
vehicle from Japan.
Furthermore, UK vehicles that are 5 years and older have higher reconditioning costs, due to rust/wear
requiring underbody repairs, coatings, completely new brakes systems etc. This is more than the low-wear
remedies of tyres, pads, and insect treatment facing imports from Japan. This presents a high risk, higher
investment, and greater use of funds, logistics and infrastructure for importers.
Emissions of existing NZ fleet and of used vehicles
MTA recommends immediate implementation of emissions testing for all vehicles. Otherwise policy for
emissions reduction in the future cannot be adequately informed.
MTA notes that existing vehicles performance to specification is unknown absolutely, although it is known
their emissions will have deteriorated since production due to wear or lack of maintenance. Indeed, it is
difficult to be sure about the real emissions of used vehicles entering the fleet. The 'tail pipe' test used for
entry checks is a very course assessment of vehicle emissions and can't be compared with the
manufacturer’s standard.
Both the Government and CCC seem to have omitted to consider that while an original manufacturer’s
stated compliance CO2 emissions may look acceptable or low comparatively, as a 6 to 8 year old vehicle it
will have deteriorated and will be emitting higher CO2 emissions at point of entry to the NZ fleet.
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There should be emissions testing, pass/fail standards, and remedial action enforced at 6,9,12,15
years and then every year, either at COF or WOF. This should be implemented in fleet before we
restrict what we can import to the fleet. This should also feature in any scrappage scheme
programmes.

MTA’s view is that the CCC should recognize that assumptions of the emissions specification of the existing
NZ Light vehicle fleet lives are unlikely to be accurate. In a technical sense, machinery efficiency reduces
over time, through wear and maintenance issues. Other countries recognize this and test/measure
emissions throughout the lifecycle, to retire early any poor outliers.
Perhaps it’s time to “check engine” …
Almost 1.3 million vehicles in total failed [UK] MOTs for emissions in the previous 12 months [2020],
which is 70 per cent higher than before the tougher checks were put in place in May 2018.
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/cars/article-9194293/Record-number-vehicles-flunkedMOT-test-year-emissions.html
… between May 2018 and February 2019, there was a 63% increase in the number of emissionsrelated failures concerning diesel cars compared with the same period the year before. ... Over
83,000 fails were recorded, or 32% of emissions-related diesel failures.
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/failure-option-what-changes-mot-test-have-meantdrivers
Importantly we should note, the existing NZ fleet CO2 performance will be deteriorating through use (as
are all our future Used imports, which are currently in use and wearing away in Japan or the UK).
The existing light vehicle fleet is around 4 million strong and has an average age of over 14 years. It would
require at least eight cycles of fresh imports (New and Used) to replace today’s carpark. That assumes
every imported vehicle is an EV or low-emission and the CCC needs to better account for this in its
scenarios. It also requires a coordinated vehicle scrappage approach to encourage room within the existing
fleet to bring in newer, cleaner, safer vehicles.

Behaviour change – consumer tastes and preferences
Behaviour & Change – accelerating purchase of EVs (and other low-emitting vehicles):
MTA finds that there is a lack of substance in the CCC’s advice to change consumer behaviours and cause
the desired accelerated EV (or other low-emitting vehicle) purchases. There is no recommendation on how
we will achieve public buy-in to the changes that will follow from the policy advice (ie constrained supply,
increased price, alternative options, etc).
Feebate, consumer incentives, and taxation changes are precursors to ‘nudging’ or ‘incentivising’ any
behaviour change. They place a higher cost on an ICE purchase replacement, but other factors influence
behaviour, including technology developments, acceptance by communities, and the supply of low
emissions vehicles.
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Changing Behaviour
Changing behaviour about motor vehicle purchases is difficult. It requires an understanding that an owner
needs to change what they already have and make a different ‘cleaner’ carbon-prioritized decision in that
process. This also requires education.
To borrow a phrase from the world of management theory – Culture eats strategy for lunch. As Merchant
notes24 in the Harvard Business Review:
The best strategic idea means nothing in isolation. If the strategy conflicts with how a group of
people already believe, behave or make decisions it will fail. [emphasis added]

For a range of reasons – geography, lack of convenient transport alternatives, job requirements, 30 years
of import deregulation, etc – New Zealand has one of the highest per capita vehicle ownership rates in the
world. We are a car country. In some part, because we are NOT a bus or train country.
Behaviour depends on tastes and preferences of consumers and timing of purchase. This is a substitution
effect where consumers prefer one type of vehicle over another, given a certain level of available funds. It
also depends on affordability. This is an income effect. Both income and substitution effects work together
to shape buyer behaviour. If we can afford either an ICE car or an EV, we select the one that we like most.
Making an EV more affordable can influence a purchase decision but tastes and preferences are also
important. Affordability can work in opposite ways. Making EVs less (ICE vehicles more) expensive over
time can influence people to wait and purchase an EV later, rather than in the present. It however may also
influence people to buy an ICE car (new or used) sooner before penalties are in place avoid later expense.
The CCC proposal for penalties and incentives together with proposed Government Policy (as in the
proposed Clean Car Standard) focuses on only price, not actually affordability, or funding capability. It also
needs to account more for tastes, preferences, and timing.
We discuss this further in Appendix 3.
Behaviour - ICE Bans
MTA does not support a future ban on ICE vehicle imports. If EVs are the best option25, then MTA expects
the wider public and businesses will substitute EVs for ICE vehicles. Banning ICE vehicles assumes that
businesses and communities can transition easily to EVs. This is unlikely, due to the affordability and
convenience factors we’ve already stated. New Zealand is a technology taker; imported Used vehicles with
an average age of around 9-10 years make up most of annual imports. There is a risk of gaps in supply of
the EVs that suit consumer needs at any one time.
Potentially, a transition that incentivises use of low emission vehicles is a more effective pathway. A ban is
not a transition, it is a dead stop, and therefore MTA does not support it.
More practical is smart-milestone EV integration, targeting early 100% EV adoption in certain fleets or
applications. This is effectively a ‘by-fleet, by-use ban’.
24
25

https://hbr.org/2011/03/culture-trumps-strategy-every Nilofer Merchant (22 March 2011)
As opposed to encouraging a range of low- and ultra-low emission options.
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For example, we would advocate starting with the Government fleet, to be 95% EV by 2025, subject to
supply. Incentives should be offered to other volume vehicle purchasers to meet vehicle mix targets and
emissions levels within set timeframes.

Importantly, there is yet no guarantee that EVs will provide value for consumers. Residual values of EVs are
known to be lower than that for ICEs. In part this is due to lower resale values26 as new technologies for
EVs and EV batteries replace prior ones, analogous to cell-phone technologies.
We have not proven that EV is the most practical or convenient transition/reduction option for this
country. We need a charging infrastructure plan that provides the same assurance to EV consumers as
current fueling arrangements27 , nor any guarantee that EV prices will reduce, or can be subsidised enough,
to be affordable to the NZ levels of income (and current transportation costs, while fuel remains relatively
cheap and public transport an infrequent option). Therefore, alternate choices currently being made by
consumers (ie Hybrid, a mix of EV/ICE) should be encouraged and not penalized by a considered ICE ban.
So far, EVs have predominantly only seen increased take up in wealthy countries that readily accept higher
luxury volumes in their markets than NZ does and directly finance or lease greater proportions of the fleet
than Kiwis do. This raises an unanswered question as to whether indeed the NZ economy and Kiwi
households will be able to or can afford an EV before 2030 in any volume, prior to battery prices reducing
to any significance.
In this context, MTA believes an ICE ban reduces our options to become a cleaner light vehicle fleet,
limiting viability of launches of Hybrid and other Ultra Low Emission Vehicles(ULEV) technologies and also
does not allow transition to downsizing or finding alternative modes of transport that may initially appear
more expensive or inconvenient.

26

Electric cars face high depreciation rate (denverpost.com)
While some resource has been directed to EV charging infrastructure through the EECA Contestable Fund, it has little diversity
of providers and is sparsely distributed. It also offers widely different pricing structures. We note that some countries are
mandating that all service stations have EV chargers installed.
27
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Behavioural change – Scrappage – ‘our fleet is ageing disgracefully’
MTA’s view is that the Government should introduce an effective vehicle scrappage scheme to refresh the
vehicle fleet to pragmatically substitute low emission vehicles for poor performing ICEs in the period to
2050. We believe that consumers support this approach28.

Newer cars are safer. Younger Used imports are safer. Importantly, for emissions policy, they are also
cleaner. We discuss scrappage in more detail in Appendix 4.
MTA recommends that the Government immediately defines and implements a targeted scrappage policy
to refresh the national fleet. Globally, such policies have been termed as “cash for clunkers” schemes.
We are over ten years on from the last time the Government considered scrappage, largely in a safety
context. Today, we have a new imperative. Low emissions policy requires us to consider scrappage that
supports a low-emission, climate-resilient Aotearoa New Zealand, as well as a road safe New Zealand.
A scrappage policy needs to be well-designed and considered in conjunction with in-fleet, age-appropriate
emissions testing, and limits. It can be an effective approach29 to support the uptake of more efficient (e.g.
28

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/coronavirus-leading-through-the-crisis/charting-the-path-to-the-next-normal/what-doelectric-car-buyers-really-want?
29
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hybrid ICE/electric) and EVs. This aspect in its own right can be a viable effective incentive/disincentive
lever for decarbonisation and safer travel.

Regulatory change - Financial incentives and penalties
MTA’s view is that a suite of targeted incentives is required from the Government that together can guide
people to achieve reductions in transport carbon emissions. Appendix 5 shows studies of potential
incentives that the Government can consider. MTA welcomes the opportunity to discuss incentives with
the Government.
By themselves, people – businesses, communities, and whānau – are unaware of the costs and benefits of
achieving zero carbon emissions in the transport arena. This is called information asymmetry. The cost of
accessing such information is prohibitive to most people. The Government, acting for the people, has a role
to identify these costs and benefits and justly consider applying levy incentives and penalties to transform
people’s activities in business and consumption.
From a societal perspective30, individuals do not always act environmentally responsibly when making
purchase decisions. In purchases, consumers may not evaluate the trade-off between higher initial cost for
efficient vehicles and the benefit of fuel saved. That is, the private consumer discounts future saving to a
much lesser extent than Government / society does. This difference can be addressed to some extent by
policies in the short term such as improved information supported with financial incentives and/or
penalties.
The CCC’s draft advice says that:
There are currently several supply and demand barriers to people choosing EVs, including
higher up-front costs, lack of choice and supply volumes, and the country’s limited leverage
for accessing future supplies of EVs. Range anxiety, charging network access and expected
battery life also affect demand.
Targeted support
In MTA’s view effective targeted incentives are required for current owners of ICE vehicles.
The CCC’s view is that:
the Government will also need to provide proactive, targeted support to help lower income
households reap the benefits of electric vehicles and bring down costs. The CCC says that
policies that encourage a second-hand electric vehicle market, car sharing and leasing, and
support to purchase an electric vehicle or electric bike could help.
The CCC says that:
an ambitious package of policies is needed to address these barriers. Fiscal incentives to
lower the upfront costs of EVs will be an important part of this and should be introduced as a
matter of urgency.
MTA’s view is in line with the IEA’s view (below) that targeted support is required to enable business and
households to purchase low CO2 omitting vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs. This is necessary
because currently there is a low level of Hybrid and EV supply and a substantial price premium on EVs.
30

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12544-014-0151-3
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Such targeted support can include:



Targeted grants or subsidies
Tax concessions for purchases by businesses and households

According to the International Energy Agency31, targeted and direct support measures, such as for charging
infrastructure, or via favourable loans with low interest rates and/or public co-funding, towards corporate
fleets for bulk procurement of electric cars, buses and trucks, could support continued growth in electric
vehicle sales.
Timing of incentives
MTA supports effective targeted incentives for current ICE owners to support purchase of low CO 2 omitting
vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EV purchase. This is particularly so for the existing fleet. This
may involve a suite of incentive and penalties that includes the Government’s Clean Car Standard policy.
The CCC is silent on the timing for such incentives. In the CCC scenarios the CO2 effectiveness of incentives
is predicated on purchases occurring over a long period of time. However, there are real gains to be made
from targeting the timing of purchases to near term years. For example, existing ICE vehicle owners can
always delay a purchase of an EV.
The CCC advice needs to incentivise buyers to ‘buy clean quicker’.

Avoid disadvantages for low CO2 emission vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs
The CCC is right to identify some disadvantages that electrification will face from the current tax structure.
MTA is not a tax authority and leaves this work to those more experienced in this.
Introduce an effective fuel efficiency standard
Current fuel efficiency standards of the Government and proposed by the CCC assume that importers will
use incentives (credits) to reduce prices and thereby incentivise purchase of ‘Clean Cars’. But such
proposals have several problems that MTA has identified and can discuss. For example, such proposals do
not account for the big risk to importers who must bank credits to avoid future penalties.
Financial incentives in a post COVID19 environment
MTA notes that globally, nations are providing financial incentives to support purchases of EV as part of
post-COVID19 recovery plans (Appendix 5).
MTA recommends that the Government also provides similar plans. These can be funded through
direct payments under covid-19 recovery parameters or using the ETS portion of fuel prices as a
hypothecated fund to cover: purchase incentives, charging infrastructure roll-out, scrappage, or
emissions testing.

31
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The Impact of Change – Risks and Just Transition
Together, businesses, communities and Government must recognise the key risks (things we cannot
control) – eg potential scarcity of future supply of low CO2 emitters including EVs and of future batteries
and their raw materials.32
Risks of scarcity of supply
Competition for supply of EVs
New Zealand will be competing with many other nations for the supply of new and used EVs. We are
restricted to Right Hand Drive, essentially Japan, UK and some small Asia nations.
Considering the largest source of EVs, Europe, the CCC does not appear to have considered the effect of
the European Car Emissions Policy, with high penalties of €95/g CO2 and effectively €95 x -95g credits on
EVs. This means that, to a manufacturer supplying Europe, an EV is worth between €8,550 to €10,925
depending on tare weight. That is NZ$15,000-$18,000 cost/income offset for an EV exported from Europe.
Until Europe vehicle sales operations are comfortable about achieving targets, likely around 2026 as next
generation production and battery capacity kicks in, then exports from Europe or diverted away from
Europe, will be limited.
This limited availability for New Imports leaves the CCC plan and indeed the Government CCS policy with
an over-reliance ‘transfer of sales behaviour’ to Used imports, imported from an expensive car market,
with commonly unfavourable NZ$ foreign exchange rates.
Deloitte33 notes that:
The share of new car sales taken up by EVs will vary considerably across markets. We
forecast China to achieve a domestic market share of around 48 per cent by 2030 – almost
double that of the United States (27 per cent), and Europe should achieve 42 per cent. But
this doesn’t tell the whole story. Growth in Northern and Western Europe is expected to
outstrip that in Southern and Eastern Europe as wealthier countries (such as the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Nordic countries) likely invest more in
infrastructure and offer greater cash and tax incentives to accelerate initial growth.
Scarcity of commodities for batteries
MTA agrees with the CCC view that alternative fuels, such as hydrogen and biofuels are unlikely to play a
significant role as alternatives to batteries in the period to 2050. With the likes of the Hyundai Nexo and
Toyota Miro H2 vehicles currently on the market, it is likely there will be a lack of convenient refuelling
infrastructure, which will further hinder the uptake of these vehicles. These will only be options post-2030.
The CCC says that:

Over the longer-term, Aotearoa has the potential for a green hydrogen economy because of our
abundance of renewable energy, water, infrastructure potential, and highly skilled workforce.

32

https://www.industryweek.com/supply-chain/article/22024760/bmw-sees-10fold-jump-in-its-need-for-battery-materials-by-2025 - In the
race to produce more EV models, car makers now must fight for raw materials. This may lead to price wars that do not help move the “price
parity” holy grail closer to us.
33 Electric vehicle trends | Deloitte Insights (https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/insights/focus/future-of-mobility/electric-vehicle-trends2030.html)
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However, the costs to produce green hydrogen and biofuels are currently more expensive than fossil
fuel production.

MTA sees a role for hydrogen fuels for future heavy vehicle fleets. However, the technology for green
hydrogen is currently costly and is not widely available. The future of any green hydrogen production may
in fact rest with other industrial developments and climate change actions, for example in agriculture,
dairy, and energy. The CCC appears to suggest a delay planning for these areas, contrary to the urgency
placed on transport to ‘pick-up the slack’.
This puts a great deal of reliance on light vehicle batteries, in the absence of carbon-based fuel.
MTA notes that there is a real risk of Global undersupply of batteries, either new or as replacements in the
period to 2050. This is evidenced by reports of scarcity of commodities by Glencore and the IEA below that
quantify the size of this risk:


Glencore34 noted that:

Widespread adoption of renewable energy sources as a means to decarbonise energy supply
will create significant new demand for the enabling commodities, including copper, nickel,
cobalt and lithium.
The quantum of potential new demand is generally of a size that is especially large relative to
current annual production and known defined global resources of that commodity.


The International Energy Agency35 noted that:

The estimated material demand for the batteries of the electric vehicles sold in 2019 was about
19 kt for cobalt, 17 kt for lithium, 22 kt for manganese and 65 kt for nickel. For battery needs in
the Stated Policies Scenario (know, cobalt demand expands to about 180 kt/year in 2030,
lithium to around 185 kt/year, manganese to 177 kt/year and class I nickel to 925 kt/year. In
the Sustainable Development Scenario, higher electric vehicle uptake leads to 2030 material
demand values more than twice as high as the Stated Policies Scenario.
Battery recycling and disposal is a requirement for EV uptake
Batteries that are supplied must be disposed of responsibly. MTA’s view is that there is a need to build the
technical and social infrastructure for reuse, recycling, and responsible disposal solutions for batteries.
However, the technical infrastructure does not exist on an industrial scale. Further EV batteries are not
recyclable in the same way that glass and plastics can be recyclable.
Lithium-ion electric vehicle batteries can be highly polluting and pose a fire risk if not disposed of properly.
The present lack of technologies36 to effectively recycle EV batteries is a risk to the environment and
therefore to the future uptake of EVs.
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https://www.glencore.com/dam/jcr:79fd3300-ee50-4ee1-870d-6372274c71b5/glen-2019-annual-report-interactive.pdf
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Pathways for a Just Transition
MTA recommends that the Government supports a long-term transition to a high performing fleet with a
key mix of low CO2 emission vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs environment that is equitable
and inclusive of diverse communities.
Small businesses
The CCC recognises the impact of the technological change on small businesses. It notes that businesses
should be allowed to transition to low emissions options in the normal course of business:
The ability for small businesses to respond, adapt and innovate will depend on information and
support, skills and capability, access to capital, and how well the transition is signalled and planned.
By signalling early the changes that are needed, the Government will give small businesses time to
respond. This will allow them to replace assets such as vehicles or natural gas appliances with low
emissions options on normal replacement cycles, reducing the cost to those businesses (emphasis
added).

MTA’s view is that these early signals may be helpful for businesses making use of carbon-intensive
services, but more needs to be said about how the businesses in those sectors – such as vehicle traders,
repairers, and independently owned retail fuel outlets – will be supported in winding down operations or
diversifying and re-inventing themselves. The assistance could come in the form of dedicated advisory
services to help small businesses plot a pathway through transition – too often these business owners are
working in the business, not on the business. They need help with finding time to plan while still delivering
services to their customers now.
Education, skills, and training
The CCC recognises that:
Ensuring that people have the skills to move into new jobs, and businesses have the skills and
capability to innovate, adopt new technologies and commercialise new ideas is central to an
equitable transition. This will ensure more inclusive economic growth, create higher paying jobs and
improve living standards.
The education system will need to ensure that New Zealanders are set up with the skills that are
needed in the labour market. The system will need to focus not just on pre-employment training, but
on lifelong learning. Young New Zealanders will need to be set up with the skillsets needed in the
future, and workers that might be affected by business closures will need to be supported to upskill.

MTA’s view is that the motor trade sector would need to undergo a huge transformation of infrastructure
and skills. Focussed support programmes in the long run to support motor trade firms as trainer of
apprentices and others will be essential.
There is an opportunity to extend the Apprenticeship Boost initiative as a permanent programme.
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Households
The Government needs to implement policy to support purchase of low CO2 emission vehicles including
hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs across many household types. MTA’s view is that a first step in this is to
research barriers to such uptake according to household income and household composition.
Of all households only 20% have an annual income37 (household equivalised income) of $65,400 or more.
At the same time average annual household expenditure38 on vehicles is about $7,900. Of this about
$4,000 is spent on vehicle purchases. This $4,000 is approximately 10% of median household income 39.
In MTA’s view the average household expenditure on vehicle purchases is already a significant part of the
disposable income of the New Zealand households and that only a small percentage of households is likely
to have the discretion to afford the extra (premium) upfront capital expenditure for a change to an
hybrid/EV or EV from an ICE vehicle.
Studies of affluent nations reported in Appendix 5 highlight the lesser preference of New Zealand
consumers for high quality, premium expensive vehicles, which EVs are. Incentives have clearly driven EV
purchase volume growth in these affluent nations along with tax advantages, on top of affluence. One
interpretation of this is that without significant incentives in New Zealand, which CCC have alluded to (but
not stated scale or timing), then the low level of household income in New Zealand will make purchase of
more expensive Hybrid/EV’s or EVs prohibitive. Indeed, incentives likely need to be higher than other
nations, to bridge a wealth gap.
This unaffordability is evidenced in international studies:






A UK study40 highlights an income gap in accessing electric vehicles market.
A Nordic study41 shows that predominantly men, those with higher levels of education in full time
employment, especially with occupations in civil society or academia, and below middle age (30–45 years),
are the most likely to buy EVs.
A California study42 observes public electric vehicle charger access disparities across race and income.
A US study43 observes that electric car owners are richer and smarter than the average American.

Some studies44 are less conclusive but point to a need for further research on this topic and the ways to
incentivise adoption of EVs.
Global policy prescriptions to support EV take up and to alleviate potential inequities across different
communities are wide ranging and include:


concentrating public charging facilities45 in ex-urban/rural and multifamily locations, where they are scarce,
and steering financial incentives toward EV taxis, shared-ride and car-sharing fleets, and pre-owned EVs.
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Household income and housing-cost statistics: Year ended June 2020 | Stats NZ
Household expenditure statistics: Year ended June 2019 | Stats NZ
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Household income and housing-cost statistics: Year ended June 2020 | Stats NZ
40
Reports highlight income gap in accessing electric vehicles market (circularonline.co.uk)
41
The demographics of decarbonizing transport: The influence of gender, education, occupation, age, and household size on
electric mobility preferences in the Nordic region - ScienceDirect
42
Public electric vehicle charger access disparities across race and income in California - ScienceDirect
43
Electric Car Owners Are Richer And Smarter Than The Average American | Business Insider
44
https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/209986/Schmitt - MEd Thesis FINAL.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
45
Overcoming the Inequity of EV Ownership in Maryland (meetingoftheminds.org)
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financing for household purchase & leasing and Fleet purchase and leasing46
low- or moderate-income rebates47 for EV purchases
targeting EV subsidies by household income types48 else they are inefficient and inequitable.

Reports of studies49,50 identify clear gains for EV take up by low income households, however not many
account for offsetting all of the higher purchase costs, nor the nation’s funding of incentives, that are
unlikely to be incremental, rather substitutional, to other reduced or missing social or developmental
support.
At the same time policy needs to be targeted to avoid displacement of existing good behaviour. In a US
study51, federal income tax credits resulted in a 29% increase in EV sales, but 70% of the credits were
obtained by households that would have bought an EV without the credits.
There are opportunities for innovative policies such as incentivising car sharing arrangements 52, and new
methods of funding and flexible leasing contracts, including options to separate battery and vehicle asset
funding, that today don’t exist in New Zealand.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
At its heart, this submission is about ensuring that the full societal costs are understood in developing
carbon reduction policies for transport, including costs of environmental and safety impacts.
EVs are part of the solution but not the only solution. The CCC report seems to focus on a couple of
technological fixes for transport – principally EVs – and is not looking at a wider suite of measures that
would supplement the ETS (which has under-delivered on emission reduction).
The Commission’s plan relies on changes in buyer decisions, but the recommendations appear primarily
aimed at the sellers. The CCC plan and Government CCS policy force one part of society to lead the change.
Aren’t we a team of five million?
No policy recommendations deal with the fact that people can choose not to buy a newer, cleaner, safer
car and there are plenty of older cars left in the system. In fact, given our expectation of increased cost for
low emission vehicles, it is likely many people will seek out affordable transport over environmentally
friendly.
This defeats the object of these plans.
We need regulatory action (financial, structural, educational) to incentivise, encourage, and support the
preferred choices.
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Appendix 1 CCC scenario assumptions are not
substantiated by economic analysis
As noted by NZIER53 (commenting on its own methodology in its 2018 CGE modelling report) the
assumptions of innovation and technological change (such as the uptake of low emission vehicles and EVs)
to 2050 are taken as a ‘given’, that simply occurs. There is no economic analysis to say whether they are
feasible or not.
NZIER says:
These scenarios are not our predictions of the future We do not comment on the likelihood of any of
these innovation and technological changes occurring. Essentially, we take these assumptions as
given, and use our CGE model to examine their economic impacts. Our CGE model “does not predict
what will happen in the future. Rather, it is an assessment of what could happen in the future, given
the structure of the model and input assumptions” (Australian Treasury, 2008, p.16, emphasis
added). We have not estimated the costs of introducing emissions-reducing technologies In our
scenarios, we have not attempted to determine who pays for the various innovations, or when these
costs might be incurred. We assume, for example, a methane vaccine simply becomes available in
2030 and that faster EV uptake occurs without Government subsidies.

It is important to clarify the likelihood of these technological changes (such as EV uptake) because without
them the carbon prices would be much higher leading to worse macroeconomic impacts as noted by Dr.
Stroombergen54 (expert reviewer to the CCC):
Other exogenous changes such as emissions from waste, a higher uptake of EVs and the
disappearance of gas-fired electricity generation (from ENZ) also play a significant part in enabling
the economy to adjust to those very high carbon prices at little overall cost – not much of the
economy is left exposed to such prices. Without these and other changes in technology the model
would likely produce larger macroeconomic effects.

The CCC says that:
We have developed a range of scenarios to look at possible futures to 2050 and beyond to
understand the changes that are possible and required. Our scenarios have been designed to look at
how Aotearoa could meet the 2050 target if future conditions were more, or less, favourable. We
present the main scenarios here:
 Headwinds is our least optimistic scenario. It examines a future where there are more barriers to
adopting both technology and behaviour changes in the future.
 Tailwinds is our most optimistic scenario. It examines a future where there are fewer barriers to
technology and behaviour changes.

Dr. Stroombergen55 also noted the need for sensitivity analysis is required in reporting on the modelling
results:

Overall the results of the modelling system are heavily influenced by exogenous assumptions,
whether about land use, industry survival (assumed exit years), vehicle travel, or new technologies

53

Economic impact analysis of 2050 emissions targets: A dynamic computable general equilibrium analysis | Ministry for the
Environment (mfe.govt.nz)
54
Stroombergen-Model-Review-Part-2.pdf (amazonaws.com)
55
Stroombergen-Model-Review-Part-2.pdf (amazonaws.com)
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(eg methane vaccine) and their uptake. This is probably unavoidable when dealing with economic
responses to something as historically unprecedented as climate change. It does imply, however, that
sensitivity analysis is crucial. This should be a priority for future research.

The lack of clarity around the scenarios was noted by another expert reviewer to the CCC, Dr. Marc
Hafstead56:
A summary of assumptions similar to slide 31 is also necessary. Without it, I don’t know how
we interpret statements such as “The uptake of EVs is considerably faster in the Headwinds
scenario compared to the Current Policy Reference Scenario” I would also like to see one
additional scenario to help make the scenario comparison more meaningful (and these could
or could not remain unpublished). The scenario I would like to see is base case with the
alternative carbon price. This will allow me (and others) to see how much of the differences
between the CPR and Headwinds scenario is being driven by changes in the ETS price and
how much is driven by the technology cost/behavioural change assumptions listed on slide
31.

56

Hafstead-Model-Review-Part-1.pdf (amazonaws.com)
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Appendix 2: Answers to the Commission’s Questions
Here we provide the answers to the questions to the CCC’s questions. We have not included questions that
are not applicable to the transport sector.
Big issues question 1. Do you agree that the emissions budgets we have proposed would put Aotearoa on
course to meet the 2050 emissions targets?
The Climate Change Commission’s emission budget proposals are ambitious and unrealistic. MTA’s
submission addresses this throughout.
Big issues question 2. Do you agree we have struck a fair balance between requiring the current
generation to take action, and leaving future generations to do more work to meet the 2050
target and beyond?
MTA addresses behaviour change and consumers on page 31 of our submission.
Big issues question 5. What are the most urgent policy interventions needed to help meet our
emissions budgets? (Select all that apply)
MTA recommendations for policy initiatives
1. Technology:
a. No ICE ban in 2032 – leverage improving ICE drivetrains technology for as long as possible.
b. Encourage emissions reductions through a mix of fuels and drivetrains (hybrid, plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)), biofuel blends in the main fuel supply, hydrogen in heavy
transport, etc).
c. Support the roll-out of accessible and convenient charging infrastructure (by location and
easy-to-use consumer payment systems).
2. Behaviour:
a. Provide targeted financing packages to support household uptake of low emission vehicles
(purchase support incentives, tax breaks, etc).
b. Introduce a coordinated end-of-life waste programme for vehicle scrappage, which includes
interlinking existing or to-be-developed waste management schemes and a financial
incentive to vehicle owners to dispose of older vehicles.
c. Introduce an emissions testing regime for in-service vehicles in the existing fleet to ensure
all drivers are better educated about the emissions profile and impact of their vehicle.
d. Introduce accelerated depreciation allowances for industry fleet vehicles, Government
vehicles and rental fleets, to facilitate the supply of the used EV fleet for household
purchase.
e. Introduce differential road user charges to incentivise take up of low CO2 emission vehicles
including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs.
3. Regulatory:
a. Coordinate the timing of import restrictions on vehicles with the expected roll-out of
alternative transport options, such as improved public transport and active modes (cycling)
b. Coordinate product stewardship schemes.
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4. Mitigating risks:
a. Implement permanent support for firm-based training, such as ‘Apprenticeship Boost’.
b. Develop support plan for Just Transition for affected businesses.
c. Recognise the supply chain risk - New Zealand sources vehicles from offshore supply with time lags
in the case of used imports. An ICE ban would restrict the supply options available for businesses
and communities. ICE solutions will remain sole viable options for a long time, especially in industry
and agriculture.

Big issues question 6. Do you think our proposed emissions budgets and path to 2035 are both
ambitious and achievable considering the potential for future behaviour and technology changes
in the next 15 years?
Strongly disagree – MTA believes the CCC advice is aspirational and not realistic. MTA’s full answer to this
question can be found on pages 7, 10, and 20 (incl App 1) of our submission.
Do you support the principles we have used to guide our analysis?
MTA supports the principles the CCC used to guide its analysis, however we do not think the advice is
pragmatic or achievable. MTA addresses this throughout its submission.
Do you support budget recommendation 1? Is there anything we should change and why?
All emissions budgets are too ambitious. MTA’s response to this question can be found from page 10 of our
submission.
Do you support enabling recommendation 4 on central and local government working in partnership? Is
there anything we should change and why?
Both central and local government have a critical role to play in addressing climate action.
Do you support enabling recommendation 5 on establishing processes for incorporating the views of all New
Zealanders? Is there anything we should change and why?
MTA’s view is that the Government seek industry knowledge immediately in order to adopt realistic and
achievable goals and strategy. Government must form strong industry partnership in order to achieve
targets.

Do you support our approach to focus on decarbonising sources of long-lived gas emissions where possible?
Is there anything we should change and why?
In MTA’s view, the target of complete decarbonisation of land transport by 2050 using present technology
is too elusive. Our answer can be found throughout the submission.
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Do you support the package of recommendations and actions we have proposed to increase the likelihood of
an equitable, inclusive and well-planned climate transition? Is there anything we should change, and why?
MTA’s view is that a first step in this is to research barriers to such uptake according to household income
and household composition. Only a small percentage of households is likely to have the discretion to afford
the extra (premium) upfront capital expenditure for a change to a hybrid/EV or EV from an ICE vehicle.
MTA’s full answer can be found on page 40 et seq and supporting Appendices (3-6) of our submission.
Do you support the package of recommendations and actions for the transport sector? Is there anything we
should change and why?
Addressed throughout MTA submission.
Do you support the package of recommendations and actions for the waste sector? Is there anything we
should change and why?
The Commission’s recommendations lack any discussion of a coordinated end-of-life waste programme for
vehicle scrappage, which includes interlinking existing or to-be-developed waste management schemes
and a financial incentive to vehicle owners to dispose of older vehicles. MTA’s response can be found on
page 34 of our submission (incl Appendix 4).
Do you support the package of recommendations and actions to create a multisector strategy, and is there
anything we should change?
A multisector strategy is essential if Aotearoa New Zealand is to reach its emissions targets. A key facet of a
multisector approach is timing the implementation within each sector – for example, if transport policies
reduce citizens’ options for travel by vehicle (cost increase, supply decrease etc) then policies that deliver
alternative options for travel choices should be delivered in time to provide citizens with a range of low
carbon options.
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Appendix 3: Changing behaviour
Behaviour & Change – accelerating purchase of EVs:
MTA finds that both the CCC draft and in the Government’s proposed Clean Car Standard are largely
predicated on consumer responses to financial incentives.
there is a lack of substance to change consumer behaviours that can cause the desired accelerated
purchase of low CO2 omitting vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EVs.
Feebate, consumer incentives and taxation changes are precursors to ‘forcing’ or ‘incentivising’ any
behaviour change. They place a higher cost of an ICE purchase replacement, but other factors influence
behaviour.
Changing Behaviour:
Changing behaviour about motor vehicle purchases is difficult.
Behaviour depends on tastes and preferences of consumers and timing of purchase. It also depends on
affordability. If we can afford either an ICE car, hybrid/EV or an EV, we generally select the one that we like
the best.
Making an EV or hybrid/ICE more affordable can influence a purchase decision, tastes and preferences are
also important. Affordability can work in opposite ways. Making EVs less (ICE cars more) expensive in the
future can influence people to wait and purchase an EV later. It can also influence people to buy an ICE car
(new or used) sooner before penalties are in place.
The CCC proposal for penalties and incentives together with proposed Government Policy (as in the
proposed Clean Car Standard) focuses on affordability. It needs to account more for international supply
and cost dynamics, technology advances, tastes, preferences and timing.
Example – retirement behaviour
There is a phenomenon in car sales called the ‘Retirement Sale’ that contributes to raising the average age
of new car buyers in the world, New Zealand is no different, it’s one of the reasons the NZ average age of a
new private Car buyer is 57 years old, (Consumer data Glasshouse Industry Survey). It’s because at
Retirement a lot of 65 year-olds decide to treat themselves, and buy a new car to get a warranted, reliable,
risk-free car, to keep for life, or a long time, longer than they would have through their life. They believe
they’ve earned it and it’s safe. (Usually it’s a Honda or Mazda).
The point is they buy up and they buy for longer.
It’s a change to their normal behaviour. It’s called the ‘Retirement Sale’, it’s similar in fact to the Covid-19
domestic car buy-up and, will be indicative of what will happen in 2022 and 2023 with the proposed Clean
Car Standard. Many buyers will buy up on high emission vehicles, to last longer, until a Hybrid EV or EV is
either cheaper or more practical or convenient.
This behaviour effect could negate many expected benefits of the CCS in 2024 and possibly also 2025. We
have accounted for this in the MTA three scenarios, in the 2022 data points.
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We ask the CCC, rather than it glossing over this issue, to consider waiting until 2025 to advance behaviour
change, when low CO2 omitting vehicles including hybrid (ICE/Electric) and EV will be more practical, more
convenient to charge & cheaper variety of options.
We suggest starting any target in 2025 not 2023, with 2030 being a 100g CO2/km aspirational horizon.
Example - timing
With the proposed Clean Car Standard, without a ‘burning bridge’ on keeping the existing vehicle, (fuel tax
increases/parking restrictions, RUC57 differentials etc), likely behaviours in 2022 and 2023 will be:
 2022 High Emission Vehicles will have a flurry of sales - a buy-up.
 2023 many will put off purchases of low emission cars, sales awaiting either – better tech, cheaper
tech, proven benefits, or more convenience.
Buyer behaviours in general:
In global motor sales, the 3 biggest established and well-known factors in any consumer behaviour, in what
they choose and where they buy are these:
1) Cost / Value? – or also phrased as ‘can I afford it’?
2) Why do I want it? - or also phrased as ‘what does it do for me today, versus what I already have’?
3) What’s the alternative? – or also phrased as ‘how convenient is this choice’?
All other factors are similar to those for other consumer decisions, and generally fall below these for motor
vehicle purchases.
The two non-cost factors above for EV vs ICE purchase decisions need to be given more weight by the CCC.
EV purchases ae influenced by the following version of these three factors:
1) Hybrid/ICE/EV’s or EV’s do cost more to buy, so affordability is important, this will continue (unless
uptake incentive introduced) until 2030.
2) Hybrid/ICE/EV’s or EV’s don’t appeal to everyone, for some it is a green token, or gesture of virtue
signalling. Not all buy it.
3) EV’s do not have the range and convenience yet for a range of NZ applications, nor the charging
infrastructure for all. ICE has. ICE is also acceptable to many, even if not as socially or
environmentally acceptable as an EV.
Nation influences:
Answering to these three factors, these aspects are conversely the main part of the story as to why EV’s
are currently only successfully growing at pace in countries that have positive answers to ALL three factors
– which can be described as:
1) Rich Nations buy more luxury & EV cars – answering to factor 1 above
(see below Figure 1 of EU Rich-list countries)
2) Governments’ policies have made ICE purchases harder and EV purchases easier, partially offsetting
factor 2 above, offsetting lack of appeal, so even if I don’t agree, I have to conform, or its now easy.
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Road User Charges
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3) Answering to factor 3 - Governments in EU, California and Japan have spent a decade creating an
advantageous environment, so that EVs are easier to own, (urban planning/parking/ICE bans, low
emission areas, fuel taxes, tax framework). See Figure 2 below for success of EV uptake in the USA.

Figure 1: European Countries succeeding in EV sales (wealthier countries with high premium/luxury sales)

Average Wage of all Working Population FTE (2019 USD) / Source OECD:
https://data.oecd.org/earnwage/average-wages.htm
United Kingdom: USD47,226
Norway: USD54,027
Netherlands: USD56,552
NOTE: New Zealand: USD44,031 & OECD Avg: USD48,587
These three Eu countries are in the group of five countries succeeding to accelerate and grow EV uptake
significantly, while also achieving their international obligations to Light Vehicle CO2 Emissions targets.
All five successful countries are above the OECD average for wealth (and well in excess of NZ wealth).
The green arrows denote Luxury or Premium products – they are half of the Top 10 selling cars in these
countries. By comparison, not even one Luxury or Premium car is in the Top 10 vehicles sold in NZ.
In NZ the ‘Mainstream’ Luxury Premium brands of Mercedes, BMW, Mini, Audi, Lexus, VW are 16% of
TOTAL New Car Sales. These 6 brands are 44% of the UK TOTAL New Car Sales Market. In the UK 74% of car
sales are direct car leased or financed, in NZ it is 35%, (Deloitte MIS data).
Wealthy States:

Figure 2: EV Uptake in the USA
EV Sales:
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EV Subsidy States:

Wealthier States with subsidies have higher EV sales. Less wealthy, non-subsidy States have zero sales. USA
total light vehicle CO2 emissions are reducing 1.6% per year (all light categories), mainly in “green” States.
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Appendix 4 Scrappage can support maintenance of a low
emissions
Scrappage scheme can support low emission transport:
An effective scrappage policy will support accelerated uptake of low emission vehicles and EVs by
targeting:
 scrappage of low fuel efficiency vehicles


subsequent purchase of low emission vehicles



subsequent use of public transport



scrappage of unsafe vehicles, but exclude those that would be scrapped anyway



households which have a lower propensity to scrap vehicles in the absence of a scrappage scheme



consumers who support disposal with low environmental impact.

Typical scrappage schemes:
In the United States, the “Car Allowance Rebate System” or “CARS” was designed to do exactly this. It
specifically set out to energise the economy, boost auto sales, and put safer, cleaner, and more fuelefficient vehicles on the roads. Under the scheme, people could scrap their old car and receive a credit of
up to $4,500 from the Government’s automotive stimulus program.
In the UK in 2009, a £400m incentive was offered to car owners through a scrappage scheme. It let them
trade in old cars for scrap and buy new cars with lower emissions. Under that scheme, the Government
gave £1,000 towards the cost of a new car, on condition that a car was taken off the road and scrapped.
The trade-in car had to be at least 10 years old and been owned by the customer for at least a year.
Environmental impacts of scrappage:
Scrappage brings with it a range of waste disposal concerns (refer to diagram and table below).
Schemes have been approved or proposed for most of these materials, but they need to be well-resourced
to get off the ground and achieve momentum.
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Figure 3 Vehicle components and waste (MTA)
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Appendix 5 Financial incentives in a post global environment
Deloitte58 notes that 2020:
Many Governments have offered compelling financial incentives to make the electric switch, such as
providing cash subsidies to consumers buying low-emission vehicles, reducing taxes on EVs and
increasing or maintaining taxes on ICE vehicles.
o

o
o
o
o
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In Germany the Government has temporarily lowered VAT from 19 per cent to 16 per cent on lowhttps://www.iea.org/reports/global-ev-outlook-2020emission vehicles and doubled existing
subsidies to almost $7,000 on EVs costing less than $45,000.25
In France, private consumers who buy electric cars (that cost up to $50,000) now receive an almost
$8,000 incentive, up from around $7,000;
Under both schemes, a consumer replacing an older car for a new EV could be eligible for up to
$13,500.
Meanwhile, in China, EV subsidies and tax break policies set to expire in 2020 were extended to 2022
in a direct response to the economic impact of COVID-19.27
In the long term, the viability of financial incentives will need to be reconsidered as the economic
recovery from the pandemic becomes clearer and Governments try to manage other concerns, such
as potential lost fuel-tax revenues.

Electric vehicle trends | Deloitte Insights
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Appendix 6 Subsidy incentive for EV uptake (estimate)
A comparison between an MG ZS SUV59 and the nearest petrol equivalent a MG ZST
We estimate a $16,000 price difference between the two.
At this estimate, it would take nearly 18 years to recover the $19,000 price premium




$16000 RRP difference, plus
an additional $3k to cover the estimated $2000 for a 7kw home charger, and
estimated $1000 to get an electrician to run a circuit and install.

Assumptions:
 Distance:
13,000km travel per year (250km/week),
No allowance for cost of capital, or estimated residual values at any point in time, or servicing costs.
Consideration of those might make the calc worse in some situations and perhaps better in others.
 EV weekly power costs:
Domestic power rates of 32.5c/Kw hr (current range is from 25c to 41c).
Home daily charge is $14.79 per charge (7kw charge x 6.5 hours x $0.325/hr)
 Petrol equivalent fuel costs:
7.1 L/100km (Rightcar) = 14.1 km/l
250km divided by 14.1 km/L = 17.7 litres required
17.7 Litres x $2/l = $35.40 cost of fuel, meaning an extra $20.61 over equivalent EV charge.

Conclusions:



The $19,000 vehicle price difference, divided by $20.61/week additional cost for petrol = 922 weeks
to recover the EV price premium, or 17.7 years.
If the EV was to achieve cost parity in say 5 years (a reasonable expectation for the first time buyer)
it would have to carry a price premium of no more than $5400 (ie $20.61 /wk saving x 260 weeks),
ignoring the additional costs ($3k) to buy and install the EV home charger in the first year.

Bottom Line:


59

Based on this example, a price subsidy of more than $5,400 is required to incentivise purchase of an EV
over an internal combustion vehicle.

MG ZS EV SUV | Car Tests | Car tests and videos
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Appendix 7 Testing the quantity of EVs required for the CCC
plan and CCS targets
Background:
The Commission report recommends 105g of CO2 per/light vehicle in 2028 (approx. 127g in 2025), whereas
the current Government CCS Policy requires 105g by 2025.
Our research on new model EV launches and existing Japan/UK Used stock indicates there will not be
enough units available to achieve targets. We estimate that between 12,000-20,000 EVs will become
available in 2024 or 2025.
However, this is not an exact quantitative volume, so examining what is required to achieve targets and
then judging the requirement gap is another test of practicality by their approximate relationship.
NOTE: We estimate that EVs will be valued at 30-60% higher prices than equivalent ICE (compared to the
current differential in 2020 where EVs carry 50-100% higher price premium). We ask: will we be able to sell
this stock as ‘affordable vehicle options’ to the New Zealand public at those premium prices?
How many EVs to achieve 105g (gCO2/km) 2025 CCS Target and 105g 2028 CCC Target?
The number of vehicles needed under the two plans makes quite a difference to the practicality of what
Vehicle Importers can achieve.
Plan/Year
CCS @ 2025
CCC @ 2025
CCC @ 2028

% Imports and volume
24% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 59,000 units)60
7.7% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 19,000 units)61
13.7% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 34,000 units)62

Assessment
IMPRACTICAL & Used Bias
POSSIBLE but expensive
Bias towards USED

Import volumes needed to achieve $0 net penalty
The object of the CCS is to penalise imported vehicles that miss the CO2 target and credit low emission
vehicles, thereby encouraging importers to balance their stock mix to achieve no net penalty.
We calculate that there needs to be a certain volume under each plan to achieve a net $0 penalty.
However, as noted above, we expect stock levels for EVs in 2024/2025 to be around 12,000 to 20,000
units.
Thus, we have also estimated the penalty that will be levied if imports only achieve 15,000 EV imports.
Plan/Year
CCS @ 2025 (105g)
CCC @ 2025 (127g)
CCC @ 2028 (105g)

% Imports and volume for $0 net penalty (250K total)
23.7% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 59,000 units)
7.7% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 19,000 units)
13.7% of Imports to be EVs (approx. 34,000 units)

60

59,000 of 250,000 imports; 71,000 EVs if we reach 300,000 imports.
19,000 of 250,000 imports; 23,099 EVs if we reach 350,000 imports.
62
34,000 of 250,000 imports; 41,240 EVs if we reach 350,000 imports.
61
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Penalty if only 15K EVs
$358m / $1432 per unit
$41m / $165 per unit
$173m / $692 per unit

Methodology:




We derived EV volume from taking the Total CO2g allowed at the target 105g for the given total imports, and
dividing that by the actual ICE forecast CO2 of current mix of ICE, Hybrid, and EVs.
We then derive how many ICE vehicles were allowed in emitting that total CO 2 at this average ICE CO2
forecast, we then subtract the ICE volume from the total imports to get to the volume of EVs required
This is on top of the small 1% mix of EVs already in the forecast CO 2 run rate. (5,346 in 2020).

The forecast ICE CO2 is based on a CO2 reduction rate 2x BAU for ICE, or double historical, from 2023 on
both New and Used imports. (2x BAU is 4.8% reduction per year). This requires detuning/power mods.
MTA believes that this shows the proposed targets are impractical, rather than pragmatic.
The NZ Motor Industry does not see the possibility of getting 23.7% of its mix as EVs by 2025, nor at the
right price to sell that volume, so there will be a net penalty to allocate on most ICE vehicles.

More detail for each year:
Govt CCS 105g @ 2025
to achieve $0 net penalty needs 23.7% of Imports to be zero carbon EVs in 2025:
 59,222 zero CO2 vehicles (EVs) of 250,000 Imports 23.7% - (Net $0 limit of ICE/Hybrid is # 190,778)
- {only importing 15,000 EVs = penalty of $358m in 2025 $1,432pu}
 65,144 zero CO2 vehicles (EVs) of 275,000 Imports 23.7% - (Net $0 limit of ICE/Hybrid is # 209,856)
- {only importing 15,000 EVs = penalty of $408m in 2025 $1,470pu}
 71,066 zero CO2 vehicles (EVs) of 300,000 Imports 23.7% - (Net $0 limit of ICE/Hybrid is # 228,934)
- {only importing 15,000 EVs = penalty of $459m in 2025, $1,500pu}

Commission 127g @ 2025 & 105g @ 2028
to achieve $0 net penalty needs 7.7% of Imports to be zero carbon EVs in 2025, 13.7% in 2028:
 250,000 imports need: 19,249 in 2025 (7.7%) and 34,367 (13.7%) in 2028 zero CO2 vehicles
- {Net $0 limit of ICE/Hybrid 2028 is 215,163 vehicles Non-EV @ 122g/km}.
 275,000 imports need: 21,174 in 2025 & 37,803 in 2028 zero CO 2 vehicles (EVs)
 300,000 imports need: 23,099 in 2025 & 41,240 in 2028 zero CO 2 vehicles (EVs)
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Appendix 8 Three reasonable scenarios of CO2 emissions
reductions to 2030
3 Scenarios for Reducing CO2 at Accelerated rates versus historic CO2 improvements


2022 to 2030, to judge the tailwinds required to achieve CCC and CCS Targets.

Background:




The uptake and supply of EVs & Hybrids & ‘downsizing’ is increased in each scenario.
The sales of high emitting (180g+) ICE & Utes are decreased.
In Scenario 2 & 3 it requires legislation, incentives, penalties, IRD reforms, acute buyer behaviour
change, (more downsizing & belief in EV convenience & safety). Additional sourcing not currently
existing from New China imports & ex-UK Used ‘young’ vehicles.

Note on Appendices 7 & 8


For all the MTA scenarios, we can provide to the Commission confidential tables of information and
modelling to engage in collaborative consultation.



For all the MTA scenarios, we will engage directly with the Ministry of Transport to share our
workings and methodology that has led to our conclusions on the factors that can drive New Zealand
decarbonisation and electrification take-up, that derive the EV mix required and ICE improvements
required, that compare to the CCC path. We have modelled exactly what tailwinds are required for
the CCC path and CCS Policy targets – however we are not publishing it. We can share this with the
CCC and MoT confidentially.



The MTA scenarios to 2030 use an evidence-based analysis of NZ sales trends, model mix, product
availability, hybrid & EV technology take-up, analysing every vehicle model on sale in New Zealand
since 2017. We also reviewed detail UK sales mix, Japan used vehicle availability and historic trends
to predict hybrid and EV availability from 2022. Additionally, we have researched new model
availability and ICE improvement options that can be available to NZ Importers. No NZ Importer has
confirmed or agreed to publishing such intel, so we reserve the right to share this confidentially in
whole, not shared as specific data for any one brand or source.



Our Subject Matter Expertise was sourced from our industry, with in-depth understanding and
experience of the UK and Japanese markets alongside their in-depth New Zealand and Australian
commercial and policy experience. We have also engaged with economics expertise to sanity check
our social & market dynamics conclusions. We believe these scenarios are insightful to aid public
judgement of the task involved in each scenario and how they compare to the CCC Path and CCS
Policy targets, as well as the quantified $ consequences of failing such trajectory.
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ALL 2030 Scenarios: MODELLED SEPARATELY for New Imports & Used Imports, then combine to the TOTAL Imports track vs the TOTAL Targets

This indicates the scale of change
required to close in on the CCC
path & CCS target line.
The Solid lines are TOTAL ALL NZ
Imports. However, the dashed &
dotted lines represent the
Importer types who will be
measured against the solid lines.

BAU 3 year period

a) 2xBAU will not achieve CCC plan
b) adding strong activator factors
& increasing to 3xBAU will also
miss the 2028-2030 CCC target
c) even the best case of around
4xBAU won’t achieve Govt CCS
target, with high-risk tailwinds
reliance + more EVs than available
d) New Imports best case won’t
achieve CCC plan (-$), Used may
do (+$). CCC & CCS likely to cause
transfer New to Used of vol & $’s.
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Note: the 2020 forecast CO2 data point is not yet reported – this solid line plot of 162.2g is based on the Govt CCS & CCC data forecast, because of this & Covid disruption, 2020 is NOT factored into BAU
history, but is assumed as the data start point of our projections for 2021 onwards.

2030 Scenario 1 ‘SLIGHT ACCELERATION’ @ 2xBAU from 2023. Shown in isolation vs the CCC & CCS Targets

This indicates that:
a) 2xBAU will not achieve the CCC
plan or CCS target.
b) to get closer to the CCC path will
require: more EVs in the mix, more
trust in EV, greater behavioural
change of buyers, more ICE
improvement, reduced EV pricing
& higher ICE pricing.
This is also more likely to be
possible with greater mix of Used
Imports selling more and less New
Imports being sold.
Perhaps this is an unsaid key factor
of both CCC & CCS, that more Used
Imports will be enabled by
CCS/CCC $ credits, while New
Imports will be penalised & have
to price up ICE while EV
constraints & pricing remains
prohibitive.
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Note: the 2020 forecast CO2 data point is not yet reported – this solid line plot of 162.2g is based on the Govt CCS & CCC data forecast, because of this & Covid disruption, 2020 is NOT factored into BAU
history, but is assumed as the data start point of our projections for 2021 onwards.

2030 Scenario 2 ‘MID Pace’ @ 3xBAU from 2023. Shown in isolation vs the CCC & CCS Targets.

This indicates:
a) adding several strong activatorfactors & increasing to 3xBAU will
also miss the 2028-2030 CCC plan as
well as the CCS target.
b) The gap between New & Used
Imports – widens in this scenario, as
Used has greater access to Hybrids
to 2026, while New is supply
constrained by Europe demands &
Euro high penalty & credits.
(For info: Euro sales lose NZ$15,00018,000 lost income if they export or
divert a new EV to NZ).
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Note: the 2020 forecast CO2 data point is not yet reported – this solid line plot of 162.2g is based on the Govt CCS & CCC data forecast, because of this & Covid disruption, 2020 is NOT factored into BAU
history, but is assumed as the data start point of our projections for 2021 onwards.

2030 Scenario 3 ‘FAST Pace BEST CASE’ nearly 4xBAU from 2023. Shown in isolation vs the CCC & CCS Targets.

This indicates:
a) even the best case of around
4xBAU won’t achieve the CCS
target, with high-risk tailwinds
reliance & more EVs than are
available.
b) New Imports are required to
secure & sell high volume of EVs.
This requires overcoming adverse
supply conditions & reducing
prices or employing as yet
unknown non-existent sales
programmes & methods. More
Funding will be required by buyers.
“In dollar terms, this is like trying
to sell every Toyota buyer a
Mercedes.
- If it was that easy to change
spending behaviour, then why
aren’t they all buying a Lexus
from the same showroom
already?”

Note: the 2020 forecast CO2 data point is not yet reported – this solid line plot of 162.2g is based on the
62Govt CCS & CCC data forecast, because of this & Covid disruption, 2020 is NOT factored into BAU
history, but is assumed as the data start point of our projections for 2021 onwards.

Appendix 9: MTA’s view on 2030 to 2050 (compared to CCC)
2030+ ALL Scenarios together – indicating how a non-Ban set of scenarios might progress (MTA scenarios shown in grey are not forecasts)

Unpredictable range beyond 2030
MTA does not believe it feasible to
accurately predict beyond 2030 yet.

CCC Target to Zero CO2 2037 (ICE BAN 2036)
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2030+ Deriving the EV % mix path from the CCC Path & ALL three MTA Scenarios (that contribute to causing the CO2 reduction decarbonisation)
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2030+ CCC EV % mix within the CO2 reduction paths – Indicating the gap in volume of EVs between the CCC Tailwinds & Headwinds Scenarios
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2030+ MTA indication of the unpredictability of CO2 reduction & EV % mix beyond 2030 – compared to the CCC Tailwinds & Headwinds tracks

Staged ICE reductions for
specific applications &
fleets can be used
instead of ICE ban, to
force a high EV mix % at
certain years along
journey, ahead of mass
market ‘accelerated just
transition’.
E.g. Govt fleet & others
large fleets, who feed
the NZ wider fleet used
cars, reduce ICE first.
Putting EVs to use in the
highest kilometer user
applications first makes
more sense than forcing
EVs at high prices to
families or an ICE ban.

In theory, though unpredictable, a 90% EV mix could be possible anywhere between 2040 & 2050 – negating the need for a full ICE Import ban; instead following other nations, with lower risk, less
disruption, staged ICE/EV % mix limits. This is less reliance on EV supply, infrastructure investment pace and acute behaviour change, (than the CCC plan or Govt CCS targets).
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